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Abstract
We give functorial recipes to get, out of any Hopf algebra over a field, two pairs of Hopf algebras
with some geometrical content. If the ground field has characteristic zero, the first pair is made by a
function algebra F [G+] over a connected Poisson group and a universal enveloping algebra U(g−)
over a Lie bialgebra g−. In addition, the Poisson group as a variety is an affine space, and the Lie
bialgebra as a Lie algebra is graded. Forgetting these last details, the second pair is of the same
type, namely (F [K+],U(k−)) for some Poisson group K+ and some Lie bialgebra k−. When the
Hopf algebra H we start from is already of geometric type the result involves Poisson duality. The
first Lie bialgebra associated to H = F [G] is g∗ (with g := Lie(G)), and the first Poisson group
associated to H = U(g) is of type G∗, i.e., it has g as cotangent Lie bialgebra. If the ground field
has positive characteristic, the same recipes give similar results, but the Poisson groups obtained
have dimension 0 and height 1, and restricted universal enveloping algebras are obtained. We show
how these geometrical Hopf algebras are linked to the initial one via 1-parameter deformations, and
explain how these results follow from quantum group theory. We examine in detail the case of group
algebras.
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house of its inner fire, that is within it and yet in all parts of it, and is its life.”
N. Barbecue, “Scholia”
Introduction
Among all Hopf algebras over a field k, there are two special families which are
of relevant interest for their geometrical meaning. The function algebras F [G] of al-
gebraic groups G and the universal enveloping algebras U(g) of Lie algebras g, if
Char(k) = 0, or the restricted universal enveloping algebras u(g) of restricted Lie alge-
bras g, if Char(k) > 0. For brevity, we call both U(g) and u(g) “enveloping algebras”
and denote them by U(g). Similarly by “restricted Lie algebra,” when Char(k) = 0, we
shall simply mean “Lie algebra.” Function algebras are exactly those Hopf algebras which
are commutative, and enveloping algebras those which are connected, cocommutative and
generated by their primitives.
In this paper we give functorial recipes to get out from any Hopf algebra two pairs
of Hopf algebras of geometrical type, say (F [G+],U(g−)) and (F [K+],U(k−)). In ad-
dition, the algebraic groups obtained in this way are connected Poisson groups, and the
(restricted) Lie algebras are (restricted) Lie bialgebras. Therefore, to each Hopf algebra—
which encodes a general notion of “symmetry”—we can associate in a functorial way some
symmetries of geometrical type, where the geometry involved is in fact Poisson geometry.
Moreover, if Char(k) > 0, these Poisson groups have dimension 0 and height 1, which
makes them very interesting for arithmetic geometry, hence for number theory too.
The construction of the pair (G+,g−) uses pretty classical (as opposite to “quantum”)
methods: in fact, it might be part of the content of any basic textbook on Hopf algebras
(and, surprisingly enough, it is not!). Instead, in order to obtain the pair (K+, k−), one
relies on the construction of the first pair, and uses the theory of quantum groups.
Let us describe our results in detail. Let J := Ker(H ) be the augmentation ideal of
the Hopf algebra H (where H is the counit of H ), and let J := {Jn}n∈N be the as-
sociated J -adic filtration, Ĥ := GJ (H) the associated graded vector space and H∨ :=
H/
⋂
n∈N Jn. One proves that J is a Hopf algebra filtration, hence Ĥ is a graded Hopf al-
gebra: the latter happens to be connected, cocommutative and generated by its primitives,
so Ĥ ∼= U(g−) for some restricted Lie algebra g−. In addition, since Ĥ is graded, also g−
itself is graded as a restricted Lie algebra. The fact that Ĥ be cocommutative allows to
define a Poisson cobracket on it (from the natural Poisson cobracket ∇ := ∆−∆op on H ),
which makes Ĥ a graded co-Poisson Hopf algebra. Eventually, this implies that g− is a
Lie bialgebra. So the right-hand side half of the first pair of “Poisson geometrical” Hopf
algebras is just Ĥ .
On the other hand, one considers a second filtration—increasing, whereas J is
decreasing—namely D which is defined in a dual manner to J . For each n ∈ N, let δn
be the composition of the n-fold iterated coproduct followed by the projection onto J⊗n
(note that H = k · 1H ⊕ J ); then D := {Dn := Ker(δn+1)}n∈N. Let now H˜ := GD(H) be
the associated graded vector space and H ′ := ⋃n∈N Dn. Again, one shows that D is a Hopf
algebra filtration, hence H˜ is a graded Hopf algebra: moreover, the latter is commutative,
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non-trivial idempotents, thus G+ is connected; in addition, since H˜ is graded, G+ as a
variety is just an affine space. A deeper analysis shows that in the positive characteristic
case G+ has dimension 0 and height 1. The fact that H˜ be commutative allows to define
on it a Poisson bracket (from the natural Poisson bracket on H given by the commuta-
tor) which makes H˜ a graded Poisson Hopf algebra. This means that G+ is an algebraic
Poisson group. So the left-hand side half of the first pair of “Poisson geometrical” Hopf
algebras is just H˜ .
The relationship among H and the “geometrical” Hopf algebras Ĥ and H˜ can be ex-
pressed in terms of “reduction steps” and regular 1-parameter deformations, namely
H˜ RtD(H)
0←t→1
H ′ H H∨
1←t→0
Rt
J (H∨)
Ĥ . ()
Here the one-way arrows are Hopf algebra morphisms and the two-ways arrows are reg-
ular 1-parameter deformations of Hopf algebras, realized through the Rees Hopf algebras
RtD(H) and RtJ (H∨) associated to the filtration D of H and to the filtration J of H∨.
The construction of the pair (K+, k−) uses quantum group theory, the basic ingredi-
ents being RtD(H) and RtJ (H∨). In the present framework, by quantum group we mean,
loosely speaking, a Hopf k[t]-algebra (t an indeterminate) Ht such that either
(a) Ht/tHt ∼= F [G] for some connected Poisson group G—then we say Ht is a QFA—or
(b) Ht/tHt ∼= U(g), for some restricted Lie bialgebra g—then we say Ht is a QrUEA.
Formula () says that H ′t := RtD(H) is a QFA, with H ′t /tH ′t ∼= H˜ = F [G+], and that
H∨t := RtJ (H) is a QrUEA, with H∨t /tH∨t ∼= Ĥ = U(g−). Now, a general result—the
“Global Quantum Duality Principle,” in short GQDP, see [Ga1,Ga2]—teaches us how to
construct from the QFA H ′t a QrUEA, call it (H ′t )∨, and how to build out of the QrUEA
H∨t a QFA, say (H∨t )′. Then (H ′t )∨/t (H ′t )∨ = U(k−) for some restricted Lie bialgebra k−,
and (H∨t )′/t (H∨t )′ = F [K+] for some connected Poisson group K+. This gives the pair
(K+, k−). The very construction implies that (H ′t )∨ and (H∨t )′ yield another frame of
regular 1-parameter deformations for H ′ and H∨, namely
U(k−)
(H ′t )∨
0←t→1
H ′ H H∨
(H∨t )′
1←t→0
F [K+], ()
which is the analogue of (). In addition, when Char(k) = 0 the GQDP also claims that
the two pairs (G+,g−) and (K+, k−) are related by Poisson duality: namely, k− is the
cotangent Lie bialgebra of G+, and g− is the cotangent Lie bialgebra of K+; in short,
we write k− = g× and K+ = G−. Therefore the four “Poisson symmetries” G+, g−, K+
and k−, attached to H are actually encoded simply by the pair (G+,K+).
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U(g−)
H∨t
0←t→1
H∨
(H∨t )′
1←t→0
F [K+]
(= F [G−] if Char(k) = 0)
H
F [G+]
H ′t
0←t→1
H ′
(H ′t )∨
1←t→0 U(k−)
(= U(g×+) if Char(k) = 0)
This gives four different regular 1-parameter deformations from H to Hopf algebras encod-
ing geometrical objects of Poisson type, i.e., Lie bialgebras or Poisson algebraic groups.
When the Hopf algebra H we start from is already of geometric type, the result in-
volves Poisson duality. Namely, if Char(k) = 0 and H = F [G], then g− = g∗ (where
g := Lie(G)), and if H = U(g) = U(g), then Lie(G+) = g∗, i.e., G+ has g as cotangent
Lie bialgebra. If instead Char(k) > 0, we have only a slight variation on this result.
The construction of Ĥ and H˜ needs only “half the notion” of a Hopf algebra. In fact,
we construct Â for any augmented algebra A (roughly, an algebra with an augmentation,
or counit, i.e., a character), and C˜ for any coaugmented coalgebra C (a coalgebra with a
coaugmentation, or unit, i.e., a coalgebra morphism from k to C). In particular, this applies
to bialgebras, for which both B̂ and B˜ are (graded) Hopf algebras. We can also perform
a second construction using (B ′t )∨ and (B∨t )′ (via a stronger version of the GQDP), and
get from these a second pair of bialgebras ((B ′t )∨|t=0, (B∨t )′|t=0). Then again (B ′t )∨|t=0 ∼=
U(k−) for some restricted Lie bialgebra k−, while (B∨t )′|t=0 is commutative with no non-
trivial idempotents, but it is not, in general, a Hopf algebra. So the spectrum of (B∨t )′|t=0
is a connected algebraic Poisson monoid, but not necessarily a Poisson group.
It is worthwhile pointing out that everything in fact follows from the GQDP, which—in
the stronger formulation—deals with augmented algebras and coaugmented coalgebras
over one-dimensional domains. The content of this paper can in fact be obtained as a
corollary of the GQDP as follows. Pick any augmented algebra or coaugmented coalge-
bra over k, and take its scalar extension from k to k[t]: the latter ring is a one-dimensional
domain, hence we can apply the GQDP, and (almost) every result in the present paper will
follow.
In the last section we apply these results to the case of group algebras and their duals.
Another interesting application—based on a non-commutative version of the function alge-
bra of the group of formal diffeomorphism on the line, also called “Nottingham group”—is
illustrated in detail in a separate paper (see [Ga3]).
1. Notation and terminology
1.1. Algebras, coalgebras, and further structures. Let k be a field, which will stand fixed
throughout, with p := Char(k). In this paper we deal with (unital associative) k-algebras
and (counital coassociative) k-coalgebras in the standard sense, cf. [Sw] or [Ab]. In particu-
lar, we use notations as in [Ab]. For any (counital coassociative) k-coalgebra C we denote
by coRad(C) its coradical, and by G(C) := {c ∈ C | ∆(c) = c ⊗ c} its set of group-like
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dimensional: of course “connected” implies “monic.” Any unital associative k-algebra A
is said idempotent-free (in short, i.p.-free) iff it has no non-trivial idempotents.
We call augmented algebra any unital associative k-algebra A together with a special
unital algebra morphism  :A → k (so the unit u :k → A is a section of ): these form a
category in the obvious way. We call indecomposable elements of an augmented algebra A
the elements of the set Q(A) := JA/JA2 with JA := Ker( :A → k). We denote by A+ the
category of all augmented k-algebras.
We call coaugmented coalgebra any counital coassociative k-coalgebra C together with
a special counital coalgebra morphism u :k → C (so u is a section of  :C → k), and let
1 := u(1), a group-like element in C: these form a category in the obvious way. For such a
C we said primitive the elements of the set P(C) := {c ∈ C | ∆(c) = c ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ c}. We
denote by C+ the category of all coaugmented k-coalgebras.
We denote by B the category of all k-bialgebras. Clearly, each bialgebra B can be seen
both as an augmented algebra, w.r.t.  =  ≡ B (the counit of B) and as a coaugmented
coalgebra, w.r.t. u= u ≡ uB (the unit map of B), so that 1 = 1 = 1B ; then Q(B) is naturally
a Lie coalgebra and P(B) a Lie algebra over R. In the following we will use such an
interpretation throughout, looking at objects of B as objects of A+ and of C+. We call HA
the category of all Hopf k-algebras; this naturally identifies with a subcategory of B.
We call Poisson algebra any (unital) commutative algebra A endowed with a Lie bracket
{ , } :A⊗A→ A (i.e., (A, { , }) is a Lie algebra) such that the Leibnitz identities
{ab, c} = {a, c}b + a{b, c}, {a, bc} = {a, b}c + b{a, c}
hold (for all a, b, c ∈ A). We call Poisson bialgebra, or Poisson Hopf algebra, any bial-
gebra, or Hopf algebra, say H , which is also a Poisson algebra (w.r.t. the same product)
enjoying
∆
({a, b}) = {∆(a),∆(b)}, ({a, b}) = 0, S({a, b}) = {S(b), S(a)}
(for all a, b, c ∈ H )—the condition on the antipode S being required in the Hopf algebra
case—where the (Poisson) bracket on H ⊗H is defined by {a⊗b, c⊗d} := {a, b}⊗ cd +
ab ⊗ {c, d} (for all a, b, c, d ∈ H ).
We call co-Poisson coalgebra any (counital) cocommutative coalgebra C with a Lie
cobracket δ :C → C ⊗C (i.e., (C, δ) is a Lie coalgebra) such that the co-Leibnitz identity
(id ⊗∆) ◦ (δ(a)) = ∑(a)(δ(a(1))⊗ a(2) + σ1,2(a(1) ⊗ δ(a(2))))
holds for all a ∈ C, where σ1,2 :C⊗3 → C⊗3 is given by x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ x3 → x2 ⊗ x1 ⊗ x3.
We call co-Poisson bialgebra, or co-Poisson Hopf algebra, any bialgebra, or Hopf algebra,
say H , which is also a co-Poisson algebra (w.r.t. the same co-product) enjoying
δ(ab)= δ(a)∆(b)+∆(a)δ(b), ( ⊗ )(δ(a)) = 0, δ(S(a)) = τ((S ⊗ S)(δ(a)))
(where τ is the flip) for all a, b ∈ H , the condition on the antipode S being required in
the Hopf algebra case. Finally, we call bi-Poisson bialgebra, or bi-Poisson Hopf algebra,
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bialgebra, or Hopf algebra, for some Poisson bracket and cobracket enjoying, for all a,
b ∈H ,
δ
({a, b}) = {δ(a),∆(b)} + {∆(a), δ(b)}.
See [CP] and [Tu1,Tu2] for further details on the above notions.
A graded algebra is an algebra A which is Z-graded as a vector space and whose struc-
ture maps m, u and S are morphisms of degree zero in the category of graded vector spaces,
where A⊗A has the standard grading inherited from A and k has the trivial grading. Sim-
ilarly we define the graded versions of coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras, and also
the graded versions of Poisson algebras, co-Poisson coalgebras, Poisson/co-Poisson/bi-
Poisson bialgebras, and Poisson/co-Poisson/bi-Poisson Hopf algebras, but for the fact that
the Poisson bracket, respectively cobracket, must be a morphism (of graded spaces) of de-
gree −1, respectively +1. We write V = ⊕z∈Z Vz for the degree splitting of any graded
vector space V .
1.2. Function algebras. According to standard theory, the category of commutative Hopf
algebras is antiequivalent to the category of algebraic groups (over k). Then we call
Spec(H) (spectrum of H ) the image of a Hopf algebra H in this antiequivalence, and
conversely we call function algebra or algebra of regular functions the preimage F [G] of
an algebraic group G. Note that we do not require algebraic groups to be reduced (i.e.,
F [G] to have trivial nilradical) and we do not make any restrictions on dimensions: in
particular, we deal with pro-affine as well as affine algebraic groups. We say that G is
connected if F [G] is i.p.-free; this is equivalent to the classical topological notion when
dim(G) is finite.
Given an algebraic group G, let JG := Ker(F [G]); the cotangent space of G (at its unity)
is g× := JG/JG2 = Q(F [G]), endowed with its weak topology. The tangent space of G
(at its unity) is the topological dual g := (g×) of g×: this is a Lie algebra, the tangent Lie
algebra of G. If p > 0, then g is a restricted Lie algebra (also called “p-Lie algebra”).
We say that G is an algebraic Poisson group if F [G] is a Poisson Hopf algebra. Then the
tangent Lie algebra g of G is a Lie bialgebra, and the same holds for g×. If p > 0, then g
and g× are restricted Lie bialgebras, the p-operation on g× being trivial.
1.3. Enveloping algebras and symmetric algebras. Given a Lie algebra g, we denote
by U(g) its universal enveloping algebra. If p > 0 and g is a restricted Lie algebra, we
denote u(g) = U(g)/({xp − x[p] | x ∈ g}) its restricted universal enveloping algebra. If
p = 0, then P(U(g)) = g; if instead p > 0, then P(U(g)) = g∞ := Span({xpn}n∈N), the
latter carrying a natural structure of restricted Lie algebra with X[p] := Xp .
Note that U(g) = u(g∞) for any Lie algebra g, so any universal enveloping algebra
can be thought of as a restricted universal enveloping algebra. Both U(g) and u(g) are
cocommutative connected Hopf algebras, generated by g itself. Conversely, if p = 0, then
each cocommutative connected Hopf algebra is the universal enveloping algebra of some
Lie algebra, and if p > 0, then each cocommutative connected Hopf algebra H which is
generated by P(H) is the restricted universal enveloping algebra of some restricted Lie
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logy and notations, we call both universal enveloping algebras (when p = 0) and restricted
universal enveloping algebras “enveloping algebras,” and denote them by U(g); similarly,
we talk of “restricted Lie algebra” even when p = 0 simply meaning “Lie algebra.”
If a cocommutative connected Hopf algebra generated by its primitive elements is also
co-Poisson, then the restricted Lie algebra g such that H = U(g) is indeed a (restricted)
Lie bialgebra. Conversely, if a (restricted) Lie algebra g is also a Lie bialgebra, then U(g)
is a cocommutative connected co-Poisson Hopf algebra (cf. [CP]).
Let V be a vector space; then the symmetric algebra S(V ) has a natural structure of
Hopf algebra, given by ∆(x) = x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x, (x) = 0 and S(x) = −x for all x ∈ V . If g
is a Lie algebra, then S(g) is also a Poisson Hopf algebra w.r.t. the Poisson bracket given by
{x, y}S(g) = [x, y]g for all x, y ∈ g. If g is a Lie coalgebra, then S(g) is also a co-Poisson
Hopf algebra w.r.t. the Poisson cobracket determined by δS(g)(x) = δg(x) for all x ∈ g.
Finally, if g is a Lie bialgebra, then S(g) is a bi-Poisson Hopf algebra with respect to the
previous Poisson bracket and cobracket (cf. [Tu1,Tu2] for details).
1.4. Filtrations. Let {Fz}z∈Z =: F : ({0} ⊆) · · · ⊆ F−1 ⊆ F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · (⊆ V ) be a filtra-
tion of a vector space V . We denote by GF (V ) := ⊕z∈Z Fz/Fz−1 the associated graded
vector space. We say that F is exhaustive if V F := ⋃z∈Z Fz = V ; we say it is separating
if V↓ := ⋂z∈Z Fz = {0}. We say that a filtered vector space is exhausted if the filtration is
exhaustive; we say that it is separated if the filtration is separating.
A filtration F = {Fz}z∈Z in an algebra A is said to be an algebra filtration iff
m(F ⊗ Fm) ⊆ F+m for all , m, n ∈ Z. Similarly, a filtration F = {Fz}z∈Z in a coalgebra
C is said to be a coalgebra filtration iff ∆(Fz) ⊆ ∑r+s=z Fr ⊗ Fs for all z ∈ Z. Finally,
a filtration F = {Fz}z∈Z in a bialgebra, or in a Hopf algebra, H is said to be a bialgebra
filtration, or a Hopf (algebra) filtration, iff it is both an algebra and a coalgebra filtration
and—in the Hopf case—in addition S(Fz) ⊆ Fz for all z ∈ Z. The notions of exhausted
and separated for filtered algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras are defined
like for vector spaces, with respect to the proper type of filtrations.
1.5. Lemma. Let F be an algebra filtration of an algebra A. Then GF (A) is a graded
algebra; if, in addition, it is commutative, then it is a commutative graded Poisson alge-
bra. If E is another algebra with algebra filtration Φ and φ :A → E is a morphism of
algebras such that φ(Fz) ⊆ Φz for all z ∈ Z, then the morphism G(φ) :GF (A) → GΦ(E)
associated to φ is a morphism of graded algebras. In addition, if GF (A) and GΦ(E) are
commutative, then G(φ) is a morphism of graded commutative Poisson algebras.
The analogous statement holds replacing “algebra” with “coalgebra,” “commutative”
with “cocommutative” and “Poisson” with “co-Poisson.” In addition, if we start from
bialgebras, or Hopf algebras, with bialgebra filtrations, or Hopf filtrations, then we end
up with graded commutative Poisson bialgebras, or Poisson Hopf algebras, and graded
cocommutative co-Poisson bialgebras, or co-Poisson Hopf algebras, respectively.
Proof. The only non-trivial part concerns the Poisson structure on GF (A) and the co-
Poisson structure on GF (C) (for a coalgebra C). Indeed, let F := {Fz}z∈Z be an algebra
filtration of A. The Poisson bracket on GF (A) is defined as follows. For any x ∈ Fz/Fz−1,
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of y. Then [x, y] := (xy − yx) ∈ Fz+ζ−1 because GF (A) is commutative; thus we set
{x, y} := [x, y] ≡ [x, y] mod Fz+ζ−2 ∈ Fz+ζ−1/Fz+ζ−2, which is easily seen to define a
Poisson bracket on GF (A) which makes it into a graded commutative Poisson algebra.
Similarly, if F := {Fz}z∈Z is a coalgebra filtration of C, we define a co-Poisson bracket
on GF (C) as follows. For any x ∈ Fz/Fz−1 (z ∈ Z), let x ∈ Fz be a lift of x. Then
∇(x) := (∆(x) − ∆op(x)) ∈ ∑r+s=z−1 Fr ⊗ Fs because GF (C) is cocommutative; thus
δ(x) := ∇(x) ≡ ∇(x) mod ∑r+s=z−2 Fr ⊗ Fs ∈ ∑r+s=z−1(Fr/Fr−1) ⊗ (Fs/Fs−1) de-
fines a Poisson cobracket which makes GF (C) into a graded cocommutative co-Poisson
algebra. 
1.6. Lemma. Let C be a coalgebra. If F := {Fz}z∈Z is a coalgebra filtration, then CF :=⋃
z∈Z Fz is a coalgebra, which injects into C, and CF := C/
⋂
z∈Z Fz is a coalgebra, which
C surjects onto. The same holds for algebras, bialgebras, Hopf algebras, with algebra,
bialgebra, Hopf algebra filtrations, respectively.
Proof. The claim for CF is trivial, while for CF we must prove F↓ := ⋂z∈Z Fz is a
coideal.
Fix a basis B↓ of F↓ and a basis B+ of any chosen complement of F↓, so that B :=
B↓ ∪ B+ be a basis of C. In addition, we can choose B+ to have the following property:
the span of B+∩(Fz \Fz−1) has trivial intersection with Fz−1, for all z ∈ Z. Then C⊗F↓+
F↓ ⊗C has basis (B↓ ⊗B+)∪ (B+ ⊗B↓)∪ (B↓ ⊗B↓). Moreover, for each b+ ∈ B+ there
is a unique z(b+) ∈ Z such that b+ ∈ Fz(b+) \ Fz(b+)−1. Now pick f ∈ F↓, and let ∆(f )=∑
b,b′∈B cb,b′ · b ⊗ b′ be the expansion of ∆(f ) w.r.t. the basis B ⊗ B of C ⊗ C; then
∆(f ) ⊆ C⊗F↓ +F↓ ⊗C if and only if {(b, b′) ∈ B+ ×B+ | cb,b′ = 0} = ∅. So assume the
latter set is non-empty, and let ν := min{z(b)+ z(b′) | b, b′ ∈ B+, cb,b′ = 0}. Then ∆(f ) /∈∑
r+s=ν−1 Fr ⊗ Fs , which contradicts ∆(f ) ∈∆(F↓) ⊆ ∆(Fν−1)⊆
∑
r+s=ν−1 Fr ⊗ Fs .
As for algebras, the definition of algebra filtration implies that all terms of F are ideals,
so F↓ is an ideal too, and we conclude. Finally, the bialgebra case follows from the previous
two cases, and the Hopf algebra case follows too once we note that in addition each term
of F is S-stable (by assumption), hence the same is true for F↓ as well. 
2. Connecting functors on (co)augmented (co)algebras
2.1. The -filtration J on augmented algebras. Let A be an augmented algebra (cf. 1.1).
Let J := Ker(); then J := {J−n := Jn, Jn := A}n∈N is clearly an algebra filtration of A,
which we call the -filtration of A. To simplify notation we shall usually forget its (fixed)
positive part. We say that A is -separated if J is separating, that is J∞ := ⋂n∈N Jn = {0}.
Next lemma points out some properties of the -filtration J .
2.2. Lemma.
(a) J is an algebra filtration of A, which contains the radical filtration of A, that is Jn ⊇
Rad(A)n for all n ∈ N where Rad(A) is the (Jacobson) radical of A.
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(c) A∨ := A/⋂n∈N Jn is a quotient augmented algebra of A, which is -separated.
Proof. (a) By definition, Rad(A) is the intersection of all maximal left (or right) ideals
of A, and J is one of them: so J ⊇ Rad(A), whence the claim follows at once.
(b) Let e ∈ A be idempotent, and let e0 := (e), e+ := e − e0 · 1; then e+ ∈ J , and
e02 = (e2) = (e) = e0, i.e., e0 ∈ k is idempotent, whence e0 ∈ {0,1}. If e0 = 0, then
e+ = e = en = e+n ∈ Jn for all n ∈ N so e+ ∈ J∞ := ⋂n∈N. If e0 = 1, then e+2 = e2 −
2e + 1 = −(e − 1) = −e+ whence e+ = (−1)n+1e+n ∈ Jn for all n ∈ N, so e+ ∈ J∞.
Therefore, if A is -separated it is also i.p.-free.
(c) Lemma 1.6 proves that AJ = A∨ is a quotient algebra of A. The augmentation of A
induces an augmentation on A∨ too, and the latter is -separated by construction. 
2.3. Proposition. Mapping A →A∨ := A/⋂n∈N Jn gives a well-defined functor from the
category A+ to the subcategory of all -separated augmented algebras. Moreover, the
augmented algebras A of the latter subcategory are characterized by A∨ = A.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(c), the functor is well-defined on objects, and we are left with defin-
ing the functor on morphisms. The last part of the claim will be immediate.
Let ϕ :A → E be a morphism of augmented algebras, i.e., such that E ◦ ϕ = A. Then
JA = A−1(0) = ϕ−1(E−1(0)) = ϕ−1(JE), so ϕ(JAn) ⊆ JEn for all n ∈ N; thus ϕ(JA∞) ⊆
JE
∞
, whence ϕ induces a morphism of -separated augmented algebras. 
2.4. Remark. It is worthwhile mentioning a special example of -separated augmented
algebras, namely the graded ones (i.e., those augmented algebras A with an algebra grad-
ing such that A is a morphism of graded algebras w.r.t. the trivial grading on the ground
field k) which are also connected, i.e., their zero-degree subspace is the k-span of 1A. Then
Every graded connected augmented algebra A is -separated, or equivalently A= A∨.
Indeed, by definition, each non-zero homogeneous element in J := JA has positive degree;
thus any non-zero homogeneous element of Jn has degree at least n, so any non-zero
homogeneous element of J∞ should have degree at least n for any n ∈ N. Then J∞ = {0}.
2.5. Drinfeld’s δ•-maps. Let C be a coaugmented coalgebra (cf. 1.1). For every n ∈ N, de-
fine ∆n :H →H⊗n by ∆0 := , ∆1 := idC , and ∆n := (∆⊗ id⊗(n−2)C )◦∆n−1 if n > 2. For
any ordered subset Φ = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n} with i1 < · · · < ik , define the linear map
jΦ :H
⊗k →H⊗n by jΦ(a1 ⊗· · ·⊗ak) := b1 ⊗· · ·⊗bn with bi := 1 if i /∈Φ and bim := am
for 1  m  k. Then set ∆Φ := jΦ ◦ ∆k , ∆∅ := ∆0, and δΦ := ∑Ψ⊂Φ (−1)n−|Ψ |∆Ψ ,
δ∅ := . By the inclusion–exclusion principle, the inverse formula ∆Φ = ∑Ψ⊆Φ δΨ holds.
To be short we will write δ0 := δ∅ and δn := δ{1,2,...,n} too.
2.6. Lemma.
(a) δn = (idC − u ◦ )⊗n ◦∆n for all n ∈ N+.
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id⊗sC ⊗ δ ⊗ id⊗(n−1−s)C
) ◦ δn = δn+−1 for all n, , s ∈ N, 0 s  n− 1.
Proof. Claim (a) is proved by an easy induction, and claim (b) follows from (a). 
2.7. The δ•-filtration D on coaugmented coalgebras. Let C be as above, and take nota-
tions of 2.5. For all n ∈ N, let Dn := Ker(δn+1); then D := {D−n := {0},Dn}n∈N is clearly
a filtration of C, which we call the δ•-filtration of C; to simplify notation we shall usu-
ally forget its (fixed) negative part. We say that C is δ•-exhausted if D is exhaustive, i.e.,⋃
n∈N Dn = C.
The δ•-filtration has several remarkable properties: next lemma highlights some of
them, in particular shows that D is sort of a refinement of the coradical filtration of C.
We make use of the notion of “wedge” product, namely X ∧ Y := ∆−1(C ⊗ Y +X ⊗ C)
for all subspaces X, Y of C, with
∧1
X := X and ∧n+1 X := (∧n X)∧X for all n ∈ N+.
2.8. Lemma.
(a) D0 = k · 1, Dn = ∆−1(C ⊗Dn−1 +D0 ⊗C) = ∧n+1 D0 for all n ∈ N.
(b) D is a coalgebra filtration of C, which is contained in the coradical filtration of C,
that is Dn ⊆ Cn if C := {Cn}n∈N is the coradical filtration of C.
(c) C is δ•-exhausted ⇔ C is connected ⇔ D = C.
(d) C′ := ⋃n∈N Dn is a subcoalgebra of C: more precisely, it is the irreducible (hence
connected) component of C containing 1.
Proof. (a) Definitions give D0 := Ker(δ1)= k · 1 and, using induction and coassociativity,
Dn := Ker(δn+1)= Ker
(
(δ1 ⊗ δn) ◦∆
) = ∆−1(C ⊗ Ker(δn)+ Ker(δ1)⊗C)
= ∆−1(C ⊗Dn−1 +D0 ⊗C)
for all n ∈ N. Since D0 := ∧1 D0, we have by induction
Dn = ∆−1(C ⊗Dn−1 +D0 ⊗C) = Dn−1 ∧D0 =
( n∧
D0
)
∧D0 =
n+1∧
D0
for all n ∈ N.
(b) (cf. [Ab, Theorem 2.4.1]) From (a) we have that D0 is a subcoalgebra, and then the
Dn are subcoalgebras too, because the wedge of two subcoalgebras is again a subcoalgebra.
In addition,
Dn =
n+1∧
D0 =
( i∧
D0
)
∧
( n+1−i∧
D0
)
= Di−1 ∧Dn−i
so ∆(Dn) ⊆ C ⊗Dn−i +Di−1 ⊗C for 1 i  n, and also for i ∈ {0, n+ 1} because Dn
is a subcoalgebra. Then ∆(Dn) ⊆ ∑r+s=n Dr ⊗ Ds (for all n) follows from the fact (cf.
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i=0 (V ⊗ V+1−i + Vi ⊗ V ) =
∑+1
i=1 Vi ⊗ V+2−1 (set V = C and V = D−1 for all ).
Second, we prove that D is contained in C. Recall that C may be defined inductively
by C0 := coRad(C), Cn := ∆−1(C ⊗Cn−1 +C0 ⊗C) = C0 ∧Cn−1 = ∧n+1 C0; then we
get Dn ⊆ Cn for all n ∈ N by induction using C0 ⊇ k · 1 = D0, by (a).
(c) C is connected iff C0 = k · 1. But in this case C0 = D0, hence Cn = ∧n+1 C0 =∧n+1
D0 = Dn for all n (by (a)), that is D = C. Conversely, if D = C then coRad(C) =
C0 = D0 = k · 1 thus C is connected. Further, if D = C then C is δ•-exhausted, because
the coradical filtration C is always exhaustive. Conversely, assume C is δ•-exhausted: then
by a standard result (cf. [Ab, Theorem 2.3.9(ii)], or [Mo, Lemma 5.3.4]) we have D0 ⊇ C0,
so D0 = C0 by (a), and we conclude by induction as above that D = C.
(d) C′ := ⋃n∈N Dn is a subcoalgebra of C because D is a coalgebra filtration, so
Lemma 1.6 applies. Moreover, by construction 1 ∈ D0 ⊆ C′, and C′ is δ•-exhausted
(w.r.t. the same group-like element 1), hence it is connected by (c). Thus C′ is the irre-
ducible (connected) component of C containing 1. 
2.9. Proposition. Mapping C → C′ := ⋃n∈N Dn gives a well-defined functor from C+ to
the subcategory of all δ•-exhausted (= connected) coaugmented coalgebras. Moreover, the
coaugmented coalgebras C of the latter subcategory are characterized by C′ = C.
Proof. By Lemma 2.8(d), if C is a coaugmented coalgebra, then C′ with its δ•-filtration
(w.r.t. the same group-like element 1) is an exhausted coaugmented coalgebra: in other
words, it is δ•-exhausted, so by Lemma 2.8(c) it is connected too. The last part of the claim
being immediate, we are left to define the functor on morphisms.
Let ϕ :C → K be a morphism of coaugmented coalgebras (mapping 1 ∈ G(C) to 1 ∈
G(K)). Then
δm ◦ ϕ = (id − u ◦ )⊗m ◦∆m ◦ ϕ = ϕ⊗m ◦ (id − u ◦ )⊗m ◦∆m = ϕ⊗m ◦ δm
for all m ∈ N, which yields
ϕ
(
Dn(C)
) = ϕ(Ker(δn+1|C)) ⊆ Ker(δn+1|K) = Dn(K).
Thus ϕ maps D(C) to D(K) and so C′ to K ′, so the restriction ϕ|C′ of ϕ to C′ is a
morphism of exhausted coaugmented coalgebras which we take as ϕ′ ∈ Mor(C′,K ′). 
2.10. Remark. Lemma 2.8(c) yields alternative proofs of two well-known facts.
(a) Every graded connected (in the graded sense, i.e., dim(C0) = 1) coaugmented coal-
gebra C is connected (in the mere coalgebra sense). Indeed, given c ∈ C∂(c) homo-
geneous of degree ∂(c), one has δn(c) ∈ C+⊗n ∩ (∑r+s=∂(c) Cr ⊗Cs) for all n. Thus
c ∈ Ker(δ∂(c)+1) =:D∂(c), hence C = ⊕n∈N Cn ⊆ ⋃n∈N Dn = C′ ⊆ C so C = C′.
(b) Every connected coaugmented coalgebra is monic. By Lemma 2.8(c)–(d) it is enough
to prove G(C′) = {1}. As G(C′) = G(C)∩C′, let g ∈ G(C); then δn(g) = (g − 1)⊗n
for all n ∈ N, so g ∈ C′ := ⋃n∈N Dn = ⋃n∈N Ker(δn+1) if and only if g = 1.
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with J := Ker(). Its -filtration has
Jn := Im(J⊗n ↪−−→H⊗n µn−−H )
as nth term, the left-hand side arrow being the natural embedding induced by J ↪→ H
and µn being the n-fold iterated multiplication of H . Similarly, let C be a coaugmented
coalgebra. The sth term of its δ•-filtration is
Ds := Ker
(
H
∆s+1
↪−−→ H⊗(s+1) −− J⊗(s+1))
where the right-hand side arrow is the natural projection induced by (idC − u ◦ ) :H  J
and ∆s+1 is the (s + 1)-fold iterated comultiplication of C. This clearly means that
(a) The notions of -filtration and of δ•-filtration are dual to each other.
Similarly, as taking intersection and taking unions are mutually dual operations, and taking
submodules and quotient modules are mutually dual too, we have the following two facts:
(b) The notions of A∨ := A/⋂n∈N Jn and of C′ := ⋃n∈N Dn are dual to each other.
(c) The notions of -separated ( for an augmented algebra) and δ•-exhausted ( for a
coaugmented coalgebra) are dual to each other.
2.12. Remark.
(a) ( )∨ and ( )′ as “connecting functors.” We now explain in what sense both A∨ and
C′ are “connected” objects. Indeed, C′ is truly connected, in the sense of coalgebra
theory (cf. Lemma 2.8(d)). By duality, we might expect that A∨ be (or correspond to)
a “connected” object too. In fact, when A is commutative, it is the algebra of regu-
lar functions F [V] of an algebraic variety V ; the augmentation on A is a character,
hence corresponds to the choice of a point P0 ∈ V : thus A does correspond to the
pointed variety (V,P0). Then A∨ = F [V0] where V0 is the connected component of
V containing P0. This follows at once because A∨ is i.p.-free (cf. Lemma 2.2). More
in general, for any A ∈A+, if A∨ is commutative then its spectrum is a connected al-
gebraic variety. Therefore, we shall call “connecting functors” both functors A → A∨
and C → C′.
(b) Asymmetry of connecting functors on bialgebras. Let B be a bialgebra. As the notion
of B∨ is dual to that of B ′, and since B = B ′ implies that B is a Hopf algebra (cf.
Corollary 3.4(b)), one might dually conjecture that B = B∨ imply that B is a Hopf
algebra. Actually, this is false, the bialgebra B := F [Mat(n,k)] yielding a counter-
example: F [Mat(n,k)] = F [Mat(n,k)]∨, and yet F [Mat(n,k)] is not a Hopf algebra.
(c) Hopf duality and augmented pairings. The most precise description of the relationship
between connecting functors of the two types uses the notion of “augmented pairing:”
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C any bilinear mapping 〈 , 〉 :A × C → k such that, for all x, x1, x2 ∈ A and y ∈ C,
〈x1 ·x2, y〉 = 〈x1⊗x2,∆(y)〉 := ∑(y)〈x1, y(1)〉·〈x2, y(2)〉, 〈1, y〉 = (y), 〈x,1〉 = (x). For
any B,P ∈ B we call bialgebra pairing between B and P any augmented pairing between
the latters (see 1.1) such that we have also, symmetrically, 〈x, y1 ·y2〉 = 〈∆(x), y1 ⊗y2〉 :=∑
(x)〈x(1), y1〉 · 〈x(2), y2〉, for all x ∈ B , y1, y2 ∈ P . For any H,K ∈HA we call Hopf al-
gebra pairing (or Hopf pairing) between H and K any bialgebra pairing such that, in
addition, 〈S(x), y〉 = 〈x,S(y)〉 for all x ∈H , y ∈ K .
We say that a pairing as above is perfect on the left (right) if its left (right) kernel is
trivial; we say it is perfect if it is both left and right perfect.
2.14. Theorem. Let A ∈ A+, C ∈ C+ and let π :A × C → k be an augmented pairing.
Then π induces a filtered augmented pairing πf :A∨ × C′ → k and a graded augmented
pairing π
G
:GJ (A)×GD(C) → k (notation of 1.4), both perfect on the right. If in addition
π is perfect, then πf and πG are perfect as well.
Proof. Consider the filtrations J = {JAn}n∈N and D = {DCn }n∈N. The key fact is that
DCn =
(
JA
n+1)⊥ and JAn+1 ⊆ (DCn )⊥ for all n ∈ N. (2.1)
Indeed, let E be an algebra, K a coalgebra, and assume there is a bilinear pairing E ×
K → k enjoying 〈x1 · x2, y〉 = 〈x1 ⊗ x2,∆(y)〉 (for all x1, x2 ∈ E and y ∈ K). If X is a
subspace of K , then
∧n
X = ((X⊥)n)⊥ (cf. 2.7) for all n ∈ N, where the superscript ⊥
means “orthogonal subspace” (either in E or in K) w.r.t. the pairing under exam (cf. [Ab]
or [Mo]). Now, Lemma 2.8(a) gives DCn =
∧n+1
(k · 1C), thus
DCn =
n+1∧
(k · 1
C
) = (((k · 1
C
)⊥
)n+1)⊥ = (J
A
n+1)⊥
because (k · 1
C
)⊥ = JA (w.r.t. the pairing π above). Therefore DCn = (JAn+1)⊥, and this
also implies JAn+1 ⊆ (DCn )⊥.
Now
C′ :=
⋃
n∈N
DCn =
⋃
n∈N
(
JA
n+1)⊥ = ( ⋂
n∈N
JA
n+1
)⊥
= (JA∞)⊥.
So π induces a Hopf pairing πf :A∨ ×C′ → k as required, and by (2.1) this respects the
filtrations on either side. Then by general theory πf induces a graded Hopf pairing πG as
required: in particular, πG is well-defined because DCn ⊆ (JAn+1)⊥ and JAn+1 ⊆ (DCn )⊥
(n ∈ N+) by (2.1). Moreover, both πf and πG are perfect on the right because all the
inclusions DCn ⊆ (JAn+1)⊥ happen to be identities. Finally if πf is perfect it is easy to see
that πG is perfect as well; note that this improves (2.1), for then JAn+1 = (DCn )⊥ for all
n ∈ N. 
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GJ (A) (for all A ∈A+) defines a functor from A+ to the category of graded, augmented
k-algebras, which factors through the functor A → A∨. Similarly, mapping C → C˜ :=
GD(C) (for all C ∈ C+) defines a functor from C+ to the category of graded, coaugmented
k-coalgebras, which factors through the functor C → C′.
In Section 4 we will show that each of these functors can be seen as a “crystallization
process,” in the sense, loosely speaking, of Kashiwara’s terminology of “crystal basis” for
quantum groups: we move from one fiber to another, very special one, within a 1-parameter
deformation. Therefore, we call them “crystal functors.”
3. Connecting and crystal functors on bialgebras and Hopf algebras
3.1. The program. We apply now the connecting functors to bialgebras and Hopf algebras.
Then we look at the graded objects associated to the filtrations J and D in a bialgebra: this
leads to the crystal functors on B and HA, the main topic of this section.
From now on, every bialgebra B will be considered as a coaugmented coalgebra w.r.t. its
unit map, hence w.r.t the group-like element 1 (the unit of B), and the corresponding maps
δn (n ∈ N) and δ•-filtration D will be taken into account. Similarly, B will be considered
as an augmented algebra w.r.t. the special algebra morphism  =  (the counit of B), and
the corresponding -filtration (also called -filtration) J will be considered.
We begin with a technical result about the “multiplicative” properties of the maps δn.
3.2. Lemma [KT, Lemma 3.2]. Let B ∈ B, a, b ∈ B , and Φ ⊆ N, with Φ finite. Then
(a) δΦ(ab)= ∑Λ∪Y=Φ δΛ(a)δY (b);
(b) if Φ = ∅, then
δΦ(ab − ba)=
∑
Λ∪Y=Φ
Λ∩Y =∅
(
δΛ(a)δY (b)− δY (b)δΛ(a)
)
.
3.3. Lemma. Let B be a bialgebra. Then J and D are bialgebra filtrations. If B is also
a Hopf algebra, then J and D are Hopf algebra filtrations.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2(a), J is an algebra filtration. In addition, since J := Ker() is a
biideal, we have ∆(Jn) = ∆(J )n ⊆ (B ⊗ J + J ⊗B)n ⊆ ∑r+s=n J r ⊗ J s for all n ∈ N,
so that J is a bialgebra filtration as well. Moreover, in the Hopf algebra case J is a Hopf
ideal, hence S(J n)⊆ Jn for all n ∈ N, which means J is a Hopf algebra filtration.
As for D, by Lemma 2.8(b) it is a coalgebra filtration. The fact that it is also a bialgebra
filtration is a direct consequence of Lemma 3.2(a). The claim in the Hopf case follows
noting that δn ◦ S = S⊗n ◦ δn so S(Dn) = S(Ker(δn+1)) ⊆ Ker(δn+1) = Dn for all n ∈ N.
Otherwise, the claim for D follows from [Ab, Theorem 2.4.1], or [Mo, 5.2.8]. 
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(a) B∨ := B/⋂n∈N Jn is an -separated (i.p.-free) bialgebra, which B surjects onto.
(b) B ′ := ⋃n∈N Dn is a δ•-exhausted (connected) Hopf algebra, which injects into B:
more precisely, it is the irreducible (actually, connected) component of B containing 1.
(c) If in addition B = H is a Hopf algebra, then H∨ is a Hopf algebra quotient of H and
H ′ is a Hopf subalgebra of H .
Proof. Claim (a) follows from the results in Sections 2–3. As for (b), the results of Sec-
tions 2–3 imply that B ′ is a δ•-exhausted (connected) bialgebra, embedding into B , namely
the irreducible component of B containing 1. In addition, a general result ensures that any
connected bialgebra is a Hopf algebra (cf. [Ab, Theorem 2.4.24]), whence this holds true
for B ′. Finally, claim (c) follows from (a), (b), and Lemma 3.3. 
3.5. Theorem. Let B be a bialgebra, J , D its -filtration and δ•-filtration, respectively.
(a) B̂ := GJ (B) is a graded cocommutative co-Poisson Hopf algebra generated by
P(GJ (B)), the set of its primitive elements. Therefore B̂ ∼= U(g−) as graded co-
Poisson Hopf algebras, for some restricted Lie bialgebra g− which is graded as a
Lie algebra. In particular, if p = 0 and dim(B) ∈ N, then B̂ = k · 1 and g− = {0}.
(b) B˜ := GD(B) is a graded commutative Poisson Hopf algebra. Therefore, B˜ ∼= F [G+]
for some connected algebraic Poisson group G+ which, as a variety, is a ( pro)affine
space. If p = 0, then B˜ ∼= F [G+] is a polynomial algebra, i.e., F [G+] = k[{xi}i∈I ]
( for some set I ); in particular, if dim(B) ∈ N, then B˜ = k · 1 and G+ = {1}. If p > 0,
then G+ has dimension 0 and height 1, and if k is perfect, then B˜ ∼= F [G+] is a
truncated polynomial algebra, i.e., F [G+] = k[{xi}i∈I ]/({xpi }i∈I) ( for some set I).
Proof. (a) Thanks to Corollary 3.4(a), I must only prove that GJ (B) is cocommutative,
and then apply Lemma 1.5 to have the co-Poisson structure. In fact, even for this, it is
enough to show that GJ (B) is generated by P(GJ (B)). Moreover, I must show that GJ (B)
is in fact a (graded -separated cocommutative co-Poisson) Hopf algebra, not only a bial-
gebra! The last part of the statement then will follow from 1.3.
Since GJ (B) is generated by J/J 2, it is enough to show that J/J 2 ⊆ P(GJ (B)). Let
0 = η ∈ J/J 2, and let η ∈ J be a lift of η; then
∆(η) = (η) · 1 ⊗ 1 + δ1(η)⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ δ1(η)+ δ2(η) = η ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ η + δ2(η)
(by the very definitions and by η ∈ J ). Now, δ2(η) ∈ J ⊗ J , hence
δ2(η) = 0 ∈
(
GJ (B)⊗GJ (B)
)
1 = (B/J )⊗ J/J 2 + J/J 2 ⊗ (B/J ).
So ∆(η) := ∆(η) = η ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ η = η ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ η, which gives J/J 2 ⊆ P(GJ (B)).
Finally, GJ (B) is connected by Remark 2.10(a), so is monic. As it is also cocommuta-
tive, by a standard result (cf. [Ab, Corollary 2.4.29]) we deduce that it is a Hopf algebra.
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commutative, for then Lemma 1.5 applies. Indeed, let 0 = a ∈Dr/Dr−1, 0 = b ∈ Ds/Ds−1
(for r , s ∈ N, with D−1 := {0}), and let a and b be a lift of a and b in Dr and in Ds ,
respectively; then δr+1(a) = 0, δr (a) = 0, and δs+1(b) = 0, δs(b) = 0. Now (ab − ba) ∈
Dr+s/Dr+s−1 by construction, but
δr+s(ab − ba)=
∑
Λ∩Y =∅
Λ∪Y={1,...,r+s}
(
δΛ(a)δY (b)− δY (b)δΛ(a)
)
by Lemma 3.2(b). In the formula above one has Λ ∪ Y = {1, . . . , r + s} and Λ ∩ Y = ∅
if and only if either |Λ| > r , whence δΛ(a) = 0, or |Y | > s, whence δY (b) = 0, thus in
any case δΛ(a)δY (b) = 0, and similarly δY (b)δΛ(a) = 0. The outset is δr+s(ab − ba)= 0,
whence (ab − ba) ∈ Dr+s−1 so (ab − ba) = 0 ∈ Dr+s/Dr+s−1, which implies commuta-
tivity.
The “geometrical part” of the statement is clear by 1.2. In particular, note that the Pois-
son group G+ is connected because F [G+] ∼= B˜ is i.p.-free because it is -separated, by
Remark 2.4, and then Lemma 2.2(b) applies. In addition, since B˜ ∼= F [G+] is graded, when
p = 0 the (pro)affine variety G+ is a cone: but it is also smooth, since it is an algebraic
group, hence it has no vertex. So it is a (pro)affine space, say G+ ∼= A×Ik = kI for some
index set I . Then B˜ ∼= F [G+] ∼= k[{xi}i∈I ] is a polynomial algebra, as claimed.
Finally, when p > 0 the group G+ has dimension 0 and height 1. Indeed, we must show
that η¯p = 0 for each η ∈ B˜ \ (k · 1), which may be taken homogeneous. Letting η ∈ B ′
be any lift of η¯, we have η ∈ D \ D−1 for a unique  ∈ N, hence δ+1(x) = 0. From
∆+1(η) = ∑Λ⊆{1,...,+1} δΛ(η) (cf. 2.5) and the multiplicativity of ∆+1 we have
∆+1
(
ηp
) = (∆+1(η))p = ( ∑
Λ⊆{1,...,+1}
δΛ(η)
)p
∈
∑
Λ⊆{1,...,+1}
δΛ(η)
p
+
∑
e1,...,ep<p
e1+···+ep=p
(
p
e1, . . . , ep
) ∑
Λ1,...,Λp⊆{1,...,+1}
p∏
k=1
δΛk (η)
ek
+
∑
k=0
∑
Ψ⊆{1,...,+1}
|Ψ |=k
jΨ
(
JB′
⊗k) + (ad[ ,](D()))p−1(D())
(since δΛ(η) ∈ jΛ(JB′⊗|Λ|) for all Λ ⊆ {1, . . . , + 1}) with
D() :=
∑
∑
s =
+1⊗
k=1
Dskk k
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ad[ , ](D())
)p−1
(D()) :=
[
D(),
[
D(), . . . ,
[
D(), [D(),D()]
] · · ·]]
((p−1) brackets). Then
δ+1
(
ηp
) = (idH − )⊗(+1)(∆+1(ηp)) ∈ δ+1(η)p
+
∑
e1,...,ep<p
e1+···ep=p
(
p
e1, . . . , ep
) ∑
⋃
k Λk={1,...,+1}
p∏
k=1
δΛk (η)
ek
+ (idH − )⊗(+1)
((
ad[ , ](D())
)p−1
(D())
)
.
Now, δ+1(η)p = 0 by construction and ( p
e1,...,ep
)
is a multiple of p, hence it is zero
because p = Char(k); therefore δ+1(η) ∈ (idH − )⊗(+1)((ad[ , ](D()))p−1(D())). By
Lemmas 3.2–3.3, Dsi · Dsj ⊆ Dsi+sj and [Dsi ,Dsj ] ⊆ D(si+sj )−1 by the commutativity
of B˜ . This together with Leibnitz’ rule implies
(
ad[ , ](D())
)p−1
(D()) ⊆
∑
∑
t rt=p+1−p
+1⊗
t=1
Drt ;
moreover,
(idH − )⊗(+1)
((
ad[ , ](D())
)p−1
(D())
) ⊆ ∑∑
t rt=p+1−p
r1,...,r+1>0
+1⊗
t=1
Drt
because D0 = Ker(δ1)= Ker(idH − ). In particular, in the last term above we have Dr1 ⊆
D(p−1)+1−p := Ker(δ(p−1)+2−p) ⊆ Ker(δ(p−1)); thus by coassociativity of the δn’s,
δp(η) =
((
δ(p−1) ⊗ id
) ◦ δ+1)(η) ⊆ ∑∑
t rt=p−1
r1,...,r+1>0
δ(p−1)(Dr1)⊗Dr2 ⊗ · · · ⊗Dr+1 = 0,
i.e., δp(η) = 0. This means η ∈Dp−1, whereas, on the other hand, ηp ∈Dp ⊆ Dp: then
η¯p := ηp = 0¯ ∈ Dp/Dp−1 ⊆ B˜ , by the definition of the product in B˜ . Finally, if k is
perfect by general theory since G+ has dimension 0 and height 1, then F [G+] ∼= B˜ is
truncated polynomial, namely F [G+] ∼= k[{xi}i∈I ]/({xpi }i∈I) for some index set I . 
3.6. Crystal functors on bialgebras and Hopf algebras. The analysis in the present sec-
tion shows that, when restricted to k-bialgebras, the output of the previous functors are
objects of Poisson-geometric type: Lie bialgebras and Poisson groups. Therefore B → B̂
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geometrical symmetries.
It is worthwhile pointing out that, by construction, either crystal functor forgets some
information about the initial object, yet still saves something. So B̂ tells nothing about the
coalgebra structure of B∨ (for all enveloping algebras—like B̂—roughly look the same
from the coalgebra point of view), yet it grasps some information on its algebra structure.
Conversely, B˜ gives no information about the algebra structure of B ′ (in that the latter is
simply a polynomial algebra), but tells something non-trivial about its coalgebra structure.
We finish this section with the Hopf duality relationship between these functors:
3.7. Theorem. Let B,P ∈ B and let π :B×P → k be a bialgebra pairing. Then π induces
filtered bialgebra pairings πf :B∨ × P ′ → k, πf :B ′ × P∨ → k, and graded bialgebra
pairings πG : B̂ × P˜ → k, πG : B˜ × P̂ → k; πf and πG are perfect on the right, πf and
πG on the left. If in addition π is perfect, then all these induced pairings are perfect as
well. If in particular B,P ∈HA are Hopf algebras and π is a Hopf algebra pairing, then
all the induced pairings are ( filtered or graded) Hopf algebra pairings.
Proof. The notion of bialgebra pairing is the “left–right symmetrization” of the notion of
augmented pairing when both the augmented and the coaugmented coalgebra involved are
bialgebras. Thus the claim above for bialgebras follows simply by a twofold application of
Theorem 2.14. As for Hopf algebras, it is enough to remark in addition that the antipode
preserves on both sides of the pairing the filtrations involved (by Lemma 3.3). Hence, if the
initial pairing is a Hopf one, the induced pairings will clearly be Hopf pairings as well. 
Remark. The δ•-filtration has been independently introduced and studied by L. Foissy in
the case of graded Hopf algebras (see [Fo1,Fo2]).
4. Deformations I—Rees algebras, Rees coalgebras, etc.
4.1. Filtrations and “Rees objects”. Let V be a vector space over k, and let
{Fz}z∈Z := F : ({0} ⊆) · · · ⊆ F−m ⊆ · · · ⊆ F−1 ⊆ F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Fn ⊆ · · · (⊆ V )
be a filtration of V by vector subspaces Fz (z ∈ Z).
First we define the associated blowing space as the k-subspace BF (V ) of V [t, t−1]
(with t an indeterminate) given by BF (V ) := ∑z∈Z tzFz; this is isomorphic to ⊕z∈Z Fz.
Second, we define the associated Rees module as the k[t]-submodule RtF (V ) of V [t, t−1]
generated by BF (V ). Straightforward computations give k-vector space isomorphisms
RtF (V )/(t − 1)RtF (V ) ∼=
⋃
z∈Z
Fz =: V F ,
RtF (V )/tRtF (V ) ∼=
⊕
Fz/Fz−1 =:GF (V ).
z∈Z
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to GF (V ) for t = 0. Therefore the k-vector spaces V F and GF (V ) can be seen as 1-
parameter (polynomial) deformations of each other via the 1-parameter family of k-vector
spaces given by RtF (V ), in short
V F RtF (V )
1←t→0
GF (V ).
We can repeat this construction within the category of algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras
or Hopf algebras over k with a filtration in the proper sense: then we will end up with
corresponding objects BF (V ), RtF (V ), etc. of the same type (algebras, coalgebras, etc.).
4.2. Connecting functors and Rees modules. Let A ∈A+ be an augmented algebra. By
Lemma 2.2, the -filtration J of A is an algebra filtration, hence we have the Rees algebra
RtJ (A). By the previous analysis, this yields a 1-parameter deformation
A∼=RtJ (A)|t=1 RtJ (A)
1←t→0 RtJ (A)|t=0 ∼= GJ (A) =: Â,
where M|t=c := M/(t − c)M for any k[t]-module M and any c ∈ k. All fibers in this de-
formation are pairwise isomorphic as vector spaces but perhaps for the fiber at t = 0, i.e.,
exactly Â, for there the subspace J∞ is “shrunk to zero.” This is settled passing from A
to A∨, for which the same deformation is regular, i.e., all fibers in it are pairwise isomor-
phic (as vector spaces): the scheme is
A∨ := A/J∞ ∼=RtJ
(
A∨
)∣∣
t=1 RtJ (A∨)
1←t→0 RtJ (A)|t=0 ∼= GJ (A) =: Â, (4.1)
where we implicitly used the identities RtJ (A∨)|t=0 = Â∨ = Â=RtJ (A)|t=0.
The situation is (dually!) similar for the connecting functor on coaugmented coalgebras.
Indeed, let C ∈ C+: by Lemma 2.8 the δ•-filtration D of C is a coalgebra filtration, so we
have the Rees coalgebra RtD(C). The analysis above yields a 1-parameter deformation
C′ :=
⋃
n∈N
Dn ∼=RtD(C)|t=1 RtD(C′)
1←t→0 RtD(C)|t=0 ∼= GD(C) =: C˜, (4.2)
which is also regular, i.e., all its fibers are pairwise isomorphic as vector spaces.
4.3. The bialgebra and Hopf algebra case. We now consider a bialgebra B ∈ B. In this
case, the results of Section 3 ensure that B∨ is a bialgebra, B̂ is a (graded, etc.) Hopf
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rem 3.5, formula (4.1) becomes
B∨ RtJ (B∨)
1←t→0
B̂ ∼= U(g−)
for some restricted Lie bialgebra g− as in Theorem 3.5(a). Similarly, by Section 3 we
know that B ′ is a Hopf algebra, B˜ is a (graded, etc.) Hopf algebra and RtD(B ′) is a Hopf
k[t]-algebra, because D(B ′) = D(B) is a Hopf algebra filtration of B . Thus, again by
Theorem 3.5, formula (4.2) becomes
B ′ RtD(B ′)
1←t→0
B˜ ∼= F [G+]
for some Poisson algebraic group G+, as in Theorem 3.5(b). The overall outcome is
F [G+] ∼= B˜ RtD(B ′)
0←t→1
B ′ B B∨ RtJ (B∨)
1←t→0
B̂ ∼= U(g−). (4.3)
This drawing shows how the bialgebra B gives rise to two Hopf algebras of Poisson geo-
metrical type, namely F [G+] on the left-hand side and U(g−) on the right-hand side,
through bialgebra morphisms and regular bialgebra deformations. Indeed, in both cases
one has first a “reduction step,” i.e., B → B ′ or B → B∨ (yielding “connected” objects,
cf. Remark 2.12(a)), then a regular 1-parameter deformation via Rees bialgebras.
Finally, if H ∈HA is a Hopf algebra, then all objects in (4.3) are Hopf algebras too,
i.e., also H∨ (over k) and RtJ (B∨) (over k[t]). Therefore (4.3) reads
F [G+] ∼= H˜ RtD(H ′)
0←t→1
H ′ H H∨ RtJ (H∨)
1←t→0
Ĥ ∼= U(g−) (4.4)
with the one-way arrows being morphisms of Hopf algebras and the two-ways arrows being
1-parameter regular deformations of Hopf algebras. When in addition H is connected, that
is H = H ′, and “coconnected,” that is H = H∨, the scheme (4.4) takes the simpler form
F [G+] ∼= H˜ RtD(H)
0←t→1
H RtJ (H)
1←t→0
Ĥ ∼= U(g−), (4.5)
which means we can (regularly) deform H itself to “Poisson geometrical” Hopf algebras.
Remarks.
(a) There is no simple relationship, a priori, between the Poisson group G+ and the Lie
bialgebra g− in (4.3) or (4.4), or even (4.5): examples do show that. In particular, either
G+ or g− may be trivial while the other is not (see Section 8).
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in 2.11–2.14 extends to deformations via Rees modules. Indeed, by construction there
is a neat category-theoretical duality between the definition of RtJ (A) and of RtD(C)
(for A ∈A+ and C ∈ C+). Even more, Theorem 2.14 extends to the following:
4.4. Theorem. Let A ∈A+, C ∈ C+ and let π :A×C → k be an augmented pairing. Then
π induces an augmented pairing πR :RtJ (A) ×RtD(C) → k[t] which is perfect on the
right. If in addition π is perfect, then πR is perfect as well, and
RtJ (A) =
{
η ∈ A(t) ∣∣ πt (η, κ) ∈ k[t], ∀κ ∈RtD(C)} =: (RtD(C))•,
RtD(C) =
{
κ ∈ C(t) ∣∣ πt (η, κ) ∈ k[t], ∀η ∈RtJ (A)} =: (RtJ (A))•, (4.6)
where S(t) := k(t) ⊗k S for S ∈ {A,C} and πt :A(t) × C(t) → k(t) is the obvious k(t)-
linear pairing induced by π . If A and C are bialgebras, respectively Hopf algebras, then
everything holds with bialgebra, respectively Hopf algebra, pairings instead of augmented
pairings.
Proof. The obvious augmented k(t)-linear pairing πt :A(t) × C(t) → k(t) induced by
π restricts to an augmented pairing πR :RtJ (A) ×RtD(C) → k(t). By (2.1), both these
pairings are perfect on the right, and πR takes value into k[t]. In addition, in the proof
of Theorem 2.14 we showed that if π is perfect formula (2.1) improves, in that JAn+1 =
(DCn )
⊥ for all n ∈ N. This implies that both πt and πR are perfect as well, and also that the
identities (4.6) do hold, q.e.d. The final part about bialgebras or Hopf algebras is clear. 
5. Deformations II—from Rees bialgebras to quantum groups
5.1. From Rees bialgebras to quantum groups via the GQDP. In this section we show
how, for any k-bialgebra B , we can get another deformation scheme like (4.3). In fact,
this will be built upon the latter, applying part of the “Global Quantum Duality Principle”
explained in [Ga1,Ga2] in its stronger form about bialgebras.
Indeed, the deformations in (4.3) were realized through Rees bialgebras, namely
RtJ (B∨) and RtD(B ′). These are torsion-free (actually, free) as k[t]-modules, hence one
can apply the construction made in [Ga1,Ga2] via the so-called Drinfeld’s functors, to get
some new torsion-free k[t]-bialgebras. The latters (just like the Rees bialgebras we start
from) again specialize to special bialgebras at t = 0. In particular, if B is a Hopf algebra
the new bialgebras are Hopf algebras too, and precisely “quantum groups” in the sense of
[Ga1,Ga2].
To begin with, set B∨t :=RtJ (B∨): this is a torsion-free, k[t]-bialgebra. We define
(
B∨t
)′ := {b ∈ B∨t ∣∣ δn(b) ∈ tn(B∨t )⊗n, ∀n ∈ N}.
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well. Letting J ′ := Ker( :B ′t → k[t]) and B ′(t) := k(t)⊗k[t] B ′t = k(t)⊗k B ′, set(
B ′t
)∨ := ∑
n0
t−n(J ′)n =
∑
n0
(
t−1J ′
)n (⊆ B ′(t)).
The first important point is the following:
5.2. Proposition. Both (B∨t )′ and (B ′t )∨ are free (hence torsion-free) k[t]-bialgebras;
moreover, the mappings B → (B∨t )′ and B → (B ′t )∨ are functorial. The analogous results
hold for Hopf k-algebras, just replacing “bialgebra(s)” with “Hopf algebra(s)” through-
out.
Proof. This is a special instance of Theorem 3.6 in [Ga1] (or in [Ga2]), but for the fact that
the final objects are free, not only torsion-free. This is easy to see: taking a k-basis of B∨
or B ′, respectively, which is “compatible with J ”, respectively “with D”, in the obvious
sense, one gets at once from that a k[t]-basis of B∨t or of B ′t , which then are free. Now
(B∨t )′ is a k[t]-submodule of the free k[t]-module B∨t , hence it is free as well. On the other
hand, one can rearrange a basis of B ′t so to get another one “compatible” with the filtration{(J ′)n}n∈N. Then from this new basis one immediately obtains a k[t]-basis for (B ′t )∨, via
suitable rescaling by negative powers of t .
The Hopf algebra case goes through in the same way, by similar arguments. 
Next we show that (B∨t )′ and (B ′t )∨ are regular deformations of B∨ and B ′, respectively:
5.3. Proposition. Let B be a k-bialgebra (or a Hopf k-algebra). Then:
(a) (B∨t )′|t=1 := (B∨t )′/(t − 1)(B∨t )′ ∼= B∨ as k-bialgebras (or as Hopf k-algebras);
(b) (B ′t )∨|t=1 := (B ′t )∨/(t − 1)(B ′t )∨ ∼= B ′ as k-bialgebras (or as Hopf k-algebras).
Proof. Claim (b) follows from the chain of isomorphisms (B ′t )∨|t=1 ∼= B ′t |t=1 ∼= B ′ of
k-bialgebras, which follow directly from definitions. As for (a), we can define another k-
bialgebra ((B∨t )′)∨ as we did for (B ′t )∨: the very definition then gives ((B∨t )′)∨|t=1 ∼=
(B∨t )′|t=1. The claim then follows from ((B∨t )′)∨ = B∨t , by Theorem 3.6(c) of [Ga1,
Ga2]. 
The key result is then the following theorem.
5.4. Theorem.
(a) (B∨t )′|t=0 := (B∨t )′/t (B∨t )′ is a commutative, i.p.-free Poisson k-bialgebra. Moreover,
if p > 0, each non-zero element of Ker( : (B∨t )′|t=0 → k) has nilpotency order p.
Therefore (B∨t )′|t=0 is the function algebra F [M] of some connected Poisson alge-
braic monoid M , and if p > 0, then M has dimension 0 and height 1.
If in addition B = H ∈HA is a Hopf k-algebra, then (H∨t )′|t=0 is a Poisson Hopf k-
algebra, and K+ := Spec((H∨t )′|t=0) = M is a (connected) algebraic Poisson group.
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by P((B ′t )∨|t=0). Therefore (B ′t )∨|t=0 = U(k−) for some Lie bialgebra k−.
(c) If p = 0 and B = H ∈ HA is a Hopf k-algebra, let Ĥ = U(g−) and H˜ = F [G+]
as in Theorem 3.5. Then (notation of (a) and (b)) K+ = G− and k− = g×+, that is
coLie(K+)= g− and k− = coLie(G+) as Lie bialgebras.
Proof. (a) This follows from Theorem 3.8 in [Ga1,Ga2], applied to the k[t]-bialgebra B∨t .
(b) This follows from Theorem 3.7 in [Ga1,Ga2], applied to the k[t]-bialgebra B ′t .
(c) This follows from Theorem 4.8 in [Ga1,Ga2] applied to the Hopf k[t]-algebra H∨t ,
because by construction the latter is a QrUEA (in the terminology therein), and from The-
orem 4.7 in [Ga1,Ga2] applied to the Hopf k[t]-algebra H ′t , because by construction the
latter is a QFA (in the terminology therein, noting that the condition
⋂
n∈N
(
Ker
(
H
−→ k[t] t →0−−−→ k))n = ⋂
n∈N
tnH
required in [Ga1,Ga2] for a QFA is satisfied). 
5.5. Deformations through Drinfeld’s functors. The outcome of the previous analysis is
that, for each k-bialgebra B ∈ B, there is a second scheme—besides (4.3)—which yields
regular 1-parameter deformations, namely
U(k−)
(B ′t )∨
0←t→1
B ′ B B∨
(B∨t )′
1←t→0
F [M]. (5.1)
This gives another recipe, besides (4.3), to make two other bialgebras of Poisson geo-
metrical type, namely F [M] and U(k−), out of the bialgebra B , through bialgebra mor-
phisms and regular bialgebra deformations. Like for (4.3), in both cases there is first the
“reduction step” B → B ′ or B → B∨ and then regular 1-parameter deformations via k[t]-
bialgebras. However, this time on right-hand side we have in general only a bialgebra, not
a Hopf algebra. When B = H ∈HA is a Hopf k-algebra, then (5.1) improves: all objects
therein are Hopf algebras too, and morphisms and deformations are ones of Hopf algebras.
In particular, M = K+ is a Poisson group, not only a monoid: at a glance
U(k−)
(H ′t )∨
0←t→1
H ′ H H∨
(H∨t )′
1←t→0
F [K+]. (5.2)
This yields another recipe, besides (4.4), to make two Hopf algebras of Poisson geometrical
type—i.e., F [K+] and U(k−)—out of H , through Hopf algebra morphisms and regular
Hopf algebra deformations. Again we have first a “reduction step” H → H ′ or H → H∨,
then regular 1-parameter deformations via Hopf k[t]-algebras.
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H = H∨, formula (5.2) takes the simpler form, the analogue of (4.5),
U(k−)
(H ′t )∨
0←t→1
H
(H∨t )′
1←t→0
F [K+] (5.3)
so we can again (regularly) deform H into Poisson geometrical Hopf algebras.
In particular, when H ′ = H = H∨ patching together (4.5) and (5.3), we find
F [G+]
H ′t
0←t→1
H ′
(H ′t )∨
1←t→0 U(k−)
(= U(g×+) if Char(k) = 0)
H
U(g−)
H∨t
0←t→1
H∨
(H∨t )′
1←t→0
F [K+]
(= F [G−] if Char(k) = 0)
This gives four different regular 1-parameter deformations from H to Hopf algebras encod-
ing geometrical objects of Poisson type (i.e., Lie bialgebras or Poisson algebraic groups).
5.6. Drinfeld-like functors. The constructions in the present section show that map-
ping B → (B ′t )∨|t=0 and B → (B∨t )′|t=0 (for all B ∈ B) define two endofunctors of B.
Their output describes objects of Poisson-geometric type, namely Lie bialgebras and con-
nected Poisson algebraic monoids. Therefore, both B → (B ′t )∨|t=0 and B → (B∨t )′|t=0
(for B ∈ B) are geometrification functors on k-bialgebras, just like the ones in 3.6: we call
them “Drinfeld-like functors.” Thus we have four functorial recipes (our geometrification
functors) to sort out of the generalized symmetry B some geometrical symmetries. Now we
explain the duality relation between Drinfeld-like functors and associated deformations:
5.7. Theorem. Let B,P ∈ B, and let π :B × P → k be a k-bialgebra pairing. Then π
induces a k[t]-bialgebra pairing π ′∨ : (B∨t )′ × (P ′t )∨ → k[t] and a k-bialgebra pairing
π ′∨|t=0 : (B∨t )′|t=0 × (P ′t )∨|t=0 → k. If in addition π is perfect and Char(k) = 0, then both
the induced pairings are perfect as well, and(
B∨t
)′ = {η ∈ B(t) ∣∣ πt (η, κ) ∈ k[t], ∀κ ∈ (P ′t )∨} =: ((P ′t )∨)•,(
P ′t
)∨ = {κ ∈ P(t) ∣∣ πt (η, κ) ∈ k[t], ∀η ∈ (B∨t )′} =: ((B∨t )′)•, (5.4)
where S(t) := k(t) ⊗k S for S ∈ {B,P } and πt :B(t) × P(t) → k(t) is the obvious k(t)-
linear pairing induced by π . If B,P ∈ HA are Hopf k-algebras then everything holds
with Hopf k-algebra pairings instead of bialgebra pairings.
Proof. By Theorem 4.4, π induces a pairing πR :B∨t × P ′t → k[t] of k[t]-bialgebras.
Applying to it Proposition 4.4 in [Ga1,Ga2], we get a pairing π ′∨ : (B∨t )′ × (P ′t )∨ → k[t] as
claimed, and a pairing π ′∨|t=0 : (B∨t )′|t=0 × (P ′t )∨|t=0 → k as required, by specialization.
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hold. Then if Char(k) = 0 we can apply Theorem 4.11 of [Ga1,Ga2] to πR (switching the
positions of Fh¯ and Uh¯ therein), since P ′t is a QFA and B∨t is a QrUEA (notation of [Ga1,
Ga2]). The outcome is that formulas (5.4) hold, which implies that both π ′∨ and π ′∨|t=0 are
perfect.
The final claim about the Hopf algebra case is clear. 
6. The case of group-related Hopf algebras
6.1. The function algebra case. Let G be any algebraic group over the field k. Let
F [G]t := k[t] ⊗k F [G]: this is trivially a QFA at t (in the sense of [Ga1,Ga2]), for
F [G]t /tF [G]t = F [G], which induces on G the trivial Poisson structure. Then the cotan-
gent Lie bialgebra of G is simply g× := J/J 2, where J := JF [G] ≡ Ker(F [G]), with trivial
Lie bracket and Lie cobracket dual to the Lie bracket of g.
We begin by computing F̂ [G] := GJ (F [G]) and its deformation F [G]∨t :=RtJ (F [G]).
Let {jb}b∈S(⊆ J ) be a system of parameters of F [G], i.e., {yb := jb mod J 2}b∈S is a
k-basis of g× := J/J 2. Then, for all n ∈ N, the set {je mod Jn+1 | e ∈ NSf , |e| = n} spans
Jn/J n+1 over k, where NSf := {e ∈ NS | e(s) = 0 for almost all s ∈ S}, |e| :=
∑
b∈S e(b),
and je := ∏b∈S je(b)b (w.r.t. some fixed total order on S). This implies that
F [G]∨t =
∑
e∈NSf
k[t] · t−|e|je ⊕ k[t, t−1]J∞ = ∑
e∈NSf
k[t] · (j∨)e ⊕ k[t, t−1]J∞,
where J∞ := ⋂n∈N Jn and j∨s := t−1js for all s ∈ S , and also that F̂ [G] = GJ (F [G]) is
k-spanned by {je mod J |e|+1 | e ∈ NSf }, so F̂ [G] = GJ (F [G]) is a quotient of S(g×).
Assume for simplicity that k be perfect. Let F [[G]] be the J -adic completion of H =
F [G]. By standard results on algebraic groups (cf. [DG]) one can choose the above system
of parameters so that
F
[[
G
]] ∼= k[[{xb}b∈S]]/({xpn(b)b }b∈S)
(the algebra of truncated formal power series), as k-algebras via yb → xb , where pn(b) is
the nilpotency order of yb, for all b ∈ S . Since
F̂ [G] := GJ
(
F [G]) = GJ (F [[G]]) ∼= k[{xb}b∈S] ∼= S(g×),
we deduce that
F̂ [G] ∼= S(g×)/({xpn(x)}x∈N (F [G])) =: S(g×)red
as algebras, where N (F [G]) is the nilradical of F [G] and pn(x) is the order of nilpotency
of x ∈N (F [G]). In addition, tracking the very definition of the co-Poisson Hopf structure
onto F̂ [G] (after our construction) we see that F̂ [G] ∼= S(g×)red as co-Poisson Hopf alge-
bras. Here the Hopf structure on S(g×)red is induced from the standard one on S(g×) (the
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from the Lie cobracket of g×. Indeed, for all y ∈ J and y := y mod J 2 ∈ J/J 2 ⊆ F̂ [G]
we have ∆(y) ≡ y ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ y ∈ F̂ [G]⊗2 (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.5(a)), so F̂ [G] ∼=
S(g×)red as Hopf algebras too. The co-Poisson structure on both sides is uniquely deter-
mined by the Lie cobracket of g×, hence F̂ [G] ∼= S(g×)red as co-Poisson Hopf algebras
too. Finally, if G is a Poisson group, then both F̂ [G] and S(g×) are canonically bi-Poisson
Hopf algebras, with { , }|g× = [ , ]g× , isomorphic to each other through the above isomor-
phism.
Now, for any Lie algebra h we can consider h[p]∞ := {x[p]n := xpn | x ∈ h, n ∈ N},
the restricted Lie algebra generated by h inside U(h), with the p-operation given by
x[p] := xp; thus one always has U(h) = u(h[p]∞). Then the previous analysis gives
S(g×)red = u(g×res) (for g× is Abelian), hence finally F̂ [G] ∼= u(g×res) as co-Poisson Hopf
algebras, and even as bi-Poisson Hopf algebras whenever G is a Poisson group.
If k is not perfect the same analysis applies, but modifying a bit the previous arguments.
As for F [G]∨, it is known (by [Ab, Lemma 4.6.4]) that F [G]∨ = F [G] whenever G is
finite-dimensional and there exists no f ∈ F [G] \ k which is separable algebraic over k.
It is also interesting to consider (F [G]∨t )′. If Char(k) = 0, Proposition 4.3 in [Ga1,Ga2]
gives (F [G]∨t )′ = F [G]t . If instead Char(k) = p > 0, then the situation might change
drastically. Indeed, if G has eight 1—i.e., F [G] = k[[{xi}i∈I ]]/({xpi | i ∈ I}) as a k-
algebra—then the same analysis as in the characteristic zero case applies, with a few
minor changes, whence one gets again (F [G]∨t )′ = F [G]t . Otherwise, let y ∈ J \ {0} be
primitive and such that yp = 0 (for instance, this occurs for G ∼= Ga). Then yp is prim-
itive as well, hence δn(yp) = 0 for each n > 1. It follows that 0 = t(y∨)p ∈ (F [G]∨t )′,
whereas t (y∨)p /∈ F [G]t , as follows from our previous description of F [G]∨t . Thus
(F [G]∨t )′  F [G]∨t , a counterexample to Proposition 4.3 of [Ga1,Ga2].
What for F˜ [G], F [G]′ and F [G]′t? This heavily depends on the group G under consid-
eration. We provide two simple examples, both “extreme,” and opposite to each other.
First, let G := Ga = Spec(k[x]), so F [G] = F [Ga] = k[x] and F [Ga]t := k[t] ⊗k
k[x] = (k[t])[x]. Then since ∆(x) := x ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ x and (x) = 0, we find that F [Ga]′t =
(k[t])[tx] (like in 6.3 below), which at t = 1 gives F [Ga]′ = F [Ga]. Second, let G :=
Gm = Spec(k[z+1, z−1]), that is F [G] = F [Gm] = k[z+1, z−1] so that F [Gm]t := k[t]⊗k
k[z+1, z−1] = k[t][z+1, z−1]. Then since ∆(z±1) := z±1 ⊗ z±1 and (z±1) = 1, we find
δn(z
±1) = (z±1 − 1)⊗n for all n ∈ N, whence F [Gm]′t = k[t] · 1 and F [Gm]′ = k · 1.
We resume the main facts above in the following statement:
6.2. Theorem. Let H = F [G] be the function algebra of an algebraic Poisson group. Then
F [G]∨ = F [G] whenever G is finite-dimensional and there exists no f ∈ F [G] \ k which
is separable algebraic over k. In any case, F̂ [G] is a bi-Poisson Hopf algebra, namely
F̂ [G] := GJ
(
F [G]) ∼= S(g×)/({xpn(x) ∣∣ x ∈N (F [G])}) ∼= u(g×res),
whereN (F [G]) is the nilradical of F [G], pn(x) is the order of nilpotency of x ∈N (F [G])
and the bi-Poisson Hopf structure of S(g×)/({xpn(x) | x ∈N (F [G])}) is the quotient one
from S(g×). In particular, if G is smooth then F̂ [G] ∼= S(g×)= U(g×). 
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set U(g)t := k[t] ⊗k U(g). Then U(g)t is trivially a QrUEA at t (cf. [Ga1,Ga2]), for
U(g)t /tU(g)t = U(g), inducing on g the trivial Lie cobracket. The dual Poisson group
is g, the topological dual of g w.r.t. the weak topology, w.r.t. addition, with g as cotangent
Lie bialgebra and F [g] = S(g). The Hopf structure is the standard one, and the Poisson
structure is the Kostant–Kirillov one, induced by {x, y} := [x, y] for x, y ∈ g, as in 1.3.
Similarly, if p > 0 and g is restricted, the Hopf k[t]-algebra u(g)t := k[t] ⊗k u(g) is a
QrUEA at t , because u(g)t /tu(g)t = u(g), inducing on g the trivial Lie cobracket. Then
the dual Poisson group is again g, with cotangent Lie bialgebra g and with F [g] = S(g),
the Poisson Hopf structure being as above. Recall also that U(g) = u(g[p]∞) (cf. 1.3).
First we describe u(g)′t :=RtD , u(g)′ and u˜(g), computing the δ•-filtration D of u(g).
By the PBW theorem, once an ordered basis B of g is fixed u(g) admits as basis the
set of ordered monomials in the elements of B whose degree, w.r.t. each element of B , is
less than p. This yields a Hopf algebra filtration of u(g) by the total degree, the so-called
standard filtration. A straightforward calculation shows that D coincides with the standard
filtration. This implies u(g)′ = u(g) and u(g)′t = 〈g˜〉 = 〈tg〉, where hereafter g˜ := tg, and
similarly x˜ := tx for all x ∈ g. Therefore the presentation1 u(g)t = Tk[t](g)/({xy − yx −
[x, y], zp − z[p] | x, y, z ∈ g}) implies
u(g)′t = TR(g˜)
/({
x˜y˜ − y˜x˜ − t [˜x, y], z˜p − tp−1z˜[p] ∣∣ x, y, z ∈ g}) and
u˜(g)= Tk(g˜)
/({x˜y˜ − y˜x˜, z˜p | x˜, y˜, z˜ ∈ g˜}) = F [g]/({zp ∣∣ z ∈ g})
as Hopf algebras and as Poisson Hopf algebras, respectively.
Therefore u˜(g) is the function algebra of, and u(g)′t is a QFA for, a connected algebraic
Poisson group of dimension 0 and height 1 with cotangent Lie bialgebra g, hence dual to g.
Since U(g)= u(g[p]∞), the previous analysis yields U(g)′ = U(g) and a description of
U(g)′t and U˜ (g), in particular U˜ (g) = F [(g[p]∞)]/({zp}z∈g[p]∞ ).
Furthermore, u(g)′t = 〈g˜〉 implies that Ju(g)′t is generated (as an ideal) by g˜, so t−1Ju(g)′t
is generated by g, thus (u(g)′t )∨ :=
∑
n0(t
−1Ju(g)′t )
n = ∑n0 gn = u(g)t .
When Char(k) = 0 and we look at U(g), the like argument applies: D coincides
with the standard filtration of U(g) given by total degree, via the PBW theorem. This
and definitions imply U(g)′ = U(g) and U(g)′t = 〈g˜〉 = 〈tg〉, so that the presentation
U(g)t = Tk[t](g)/({xy − yx − [x, y]}x,y,z∈g) yields
Ut(g)
′ = Tk[t](g˜)
/({
x˜y˜ − y˜x˜ − t [˜x, y] ∣∣ x˜, y˜ ∈ g˜}) and
U˜ (g) = Tk(g˜)
/({x˜y˜ − y˜x˜ | x˜, y˜ ∈ g˜}) = S(g) = F [g]
as Hopf and as Poisson Hopf algebras (as predicted by Theorem 2.2(c) in [Ga1,Ga2]).
Furthermore, JU(g)′t is generated by g˜: therefore t
−1JU(g)′t is generated by g, whence even-
tually (U(g)′t )∨ :=
∑
n0(t
−1JU(g)′t )
n = ∑n0 gn = U(g)t .
1 Hereafter, TR(M), respectively SR(M), is the tensor, respectively symmetric algebra of an R-module M .
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First assume Char(k) = 0. Let g(1) := g, g(k) := [g,g(k−1)] (k ∈ N+), be the lower
central series of g. Set g〈k〉 := g(k)/g(k+1) for all k ∈ N, and ggr := ⊕k∈N g〈k〉, the lat-
ter being a graded Lie algebra in a natural way; set also g(∞) := ⋂k∈N g(k). Recall that
U(g)∨t :=
∑
n0 t
−nJ n for J := JUt (g). Pick a chain of subsets Bk (⊂ g(k)) such that
Bk mod g(k+1) be a k-basis of g〈k〉 (for all k ∈ N), give any total order to B := ⋃k∈N Bk
and set ∂(b) := k iff b ∈ Bk . Applying the PBW theorem to this ordered basis of g, we
get that Jn/J n+1 has basis {be11 be22 · · ·bess mod Jn+1 | s ∈ N, br ∈ B,
∑s
r=1 br∂(br ) = n}.
Then one finds that U(g)∨t is generated by {t−1br | br ∈ B1} ∪ (
⋃
n∈N t−ng(∞)), while
U(g)∨ = U(g)/g(∞)U(g) and Û (g) ∼= U(ggr) as graded Hopf algebras.
Now assume Char(k) = p > 0. Let gn := 〈⋃mpkn(g(m))[pk]〉 for all n ∈ N+ (where
〈X〉 denotes the Lie subalgebra of g generated by X); then {gn}n∈N+ is the p-lower
central series of g, which is a strongly central series of g. Set g[k] := gk/gk+1 for all
k ∈ N, and gp-gr := ⊕k∈N g[k], the latter being a graded restricted Lie algebra in a nat-
ural way; set also g∞ := ⋂k∈N gk . Now definitions give gn ⊆ Jn for all n ∈ N, where
J := Ju(g). More precisely, we can proceed as above, taking suitable lifts Bk of bases
of each g[k]. Then the (restricted) PBW theorem for u(g) implies that Jn/J n+1 has k-
basis the set of ordered monomials xe1i1 x
e2
i2
· · ·xesis (with the xi ’s in the union of the Bk’s)
such that
∑s
r=1 er∂(xir ) = n, where ∂(xir ) ∈ N is uniquely determined by the condition
xir ∈ g∂(xir ) \ g∂(xir )+1. This yields a description of J , hence of u(g)∨, ut (g)∨, and û(g):
in particular, u(g)∨ = u(g)/g∞u(g) and û(g)∼= u(gp-gr) as graded Hopf algebras.
We collect the main results above in the following statement:
6.4. Theorem.
(a) Let Char(k) = 0, and g be a Lie bialgebra. Then U(g)′ = U(g), and U˜ (g) :=
GD(U(g)) is a bi-Poisson Hopf algebra, namely U˜ (g) ∼= S(g) = F [g] (with nota-
tion of Section 1), where the bi-Poisson Hopf structure on S(g) is the canonical one
(see 1.3). On the other hand, U(g)∨ = U(g)/g(∞)U(g) and Û (g) ∼= U(ggr) as graded
Hopf algebras.
(b) Let Char(k) = p > 0, and g be a restricted Lie bialgebra. Then u(g)′ = u(g), and
u˜(g) := GD(u(g)) is a bi-Poisson Hopf algebra, namely u˜(g) ∼= S(g)/({xp | x ∈ g})=
F [G] (with notation of Section 1). Here the bi-Poisson Hopf structure on S(g)/({xp |
x ∈ g}) is induced by the canonical one on S(g) (see 1.3) and G is a connected
algebraic Poisson group of dimension 0 and height 1 whose cotangent Lie bialgebra
is g. On the other hand, u(g)∨ = u(g)/g∞u(g) and û(g) ∼= u(gp-gr) as graded Hopf
algebras. 
Remark. For any given Lie algebra g, the group-scheme theoretic version of Lie’s Third
Theorem claims the existence of a connected algebraic group-scheme of height 1 having g
as tangent Lie algebra. Part (b) of Theorem 6.4 gives a Poisson-dual result: G = g is an
algebraic Poisson group-scheme of height 1 having g as cotangent Lie algebra.
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sume to be finite-dimensional. The hyperalgebra associated to G is Hyp(G) := (F [G]◦) =
{φ ∈ F [G]◦ | φ(men) = 0, ∀n  0}, that is the irreducible component of the dual Hopf al-
gebra F [G]◦ containing  = F [G]. This is a Hopf subalgebra of F [G]◦, connected and
cocommutative. There is a Hopf algebra morphism Φ :U(g) → Hyp(G); if p = 0, then Φ
is an isomorphism, so Hyp(G) identifies to U(g); if p > 0, then Φ factors through u(g)
and the induced morphism Φ : u(g) → Hyp(G) is injective, so that u(g) identifies with a
Hopf subalgebra of Hyp(G). Now we study Hyp(G)′, Hyp(G)∨, H˜yp(G), Ĥyp(G).
As Hyp(G) is connected, we have Hyp(G) = Hyp(G)′. Now, Theorem 3.5(b) gives
H˜yp(G) = F [Γ ] for some connected algebraic Poisson group Γ . Theorem 6.2 yields
F̂ [G] ∼= S(g∗)/({xpn(x)}x∈NF [G]) = u(P (S(g∗)/({xpn(x)}x∈NF [G]))) = u((g∗)p∞),
with
(g∗)p∞ := Span({xpn ∣∣ x ∈ g∗, n ∈ N}) ⊆ F̂ [G],
and noting that g× = g∗. On the other hand, exactly like for U(g) and u(g), respectively in
case Char(k) = 0 and Char(k) > 0, the filtration D of Hyp(G) is the natural filtration given
by the order of differential operators. This implies Hyp(G)′t :=Rt (Hyp(G)) = 〈{tnx(n) |
x ∈ g, n ∈ N}〉, where hereafter x(n) is the nth divided power or the nth binomial coeffi-
cient of x ∈ g (such x(n)’s generate Hyp(G) as an algebra). Then one easily checks that the
graded Hopf pairing between Hyp(G)′t /t Hyp(G)′t = H˜yp(G) = F [Γ ] and F̂ [G] in Theo-
rem 3.7 is perfect, from which we deduce that Γ has cotangent Lie bialgebra isomorphic
to ((g∗)p∞)∗.
7. The Crystal Duality Principle
7.1. The Crystal Duality Principle. We can finally motivate the expression “Crystal
Duality Principle.” In short, we gave functorial recipes to get, out from any Hopf al-
gebra H , four Hopf algebras of Poisson-geometrical type arranged in couples, namely
(Ĥ , H˜ ) = (U(g−),F [G+]) and ((H∨t )′|t=0, (H ′t )∨|t=0) = (F [K+],U(k−)), hence four
Poisson-geometrical symmetries G+, g−, K+ and k−: this is the “Principle.” The word
“Crystal” reminds the fact that the first couple, namely (Ĥ , H˜ ), is obtained via a crystal-
lization process (cf. 2.15 and 3.6). Finally, “Duality” witnesses that if Char(k) = 0, then
the link between the two couples of special Hopf algebras is Poisson duality (see Theo-
rem 5.4(c)), in that K+ = G− and k− = g×+. Moreover, in any characteristic, when H is
a Hopf algebra of (Poisson-)geometrical type applying the crystal functor leading to Hopf
algebras of dual type the result is ruled by Poisson duality (see Theorems 6.2 and 6.4).
7.2. The CDP as corollary of the GQDP. The construction of Drinfeld-like functors
passes through the application of the Global Quantum Duality Principle (= GQDP in the
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lary of the GQDP (but for some minor details); see also [Ga1,Ga2], Section 5.
For any H ∈HA, let Ht := H [t] ≡ k[t] ⊗k H . Then Ht is a torsionless Hopf algebra
over k[t], hence one of those to which the constructions in [Ga1,Ga2] can be applied. In
particular, we can act on it with Drinfeld’s functors considered therein: these give quantum
groups, namely a quantized (restricted) universal enveloping algebra (= QrUEA) and a
quantized function algebra (= QFA). Straightforward computations show that the QrUEA
is just H∨t :=RtJ (H), and the QFA is H ′t :=RtD(H), with Ĥ ∼= H∨t |t=0 and H˜ ∼= H ′t |t=0.
It follows that all properties of Ĥ and H˜ spring out as special cases of the results proved
in [Ga1,Ga2] for Drinfeld’s functors, but for their being graded. Similarly, the fact that H ′
be a Hopf subalgebra of H follows from the fact that H ′t itself is a Hopf algebra and H ′ =
H ′t |t=1. Instead, H∨ is a quotient Hopf algebra of H because H∨t is a Hopf algebra, hence
H∨t := H∨t /
⋂
n∈N tnH∨t is a Hopf algebra, and finally H∨ = H∨t |t=1. The fact that H ′t
and H∨t be regular 1-parameter deformations of H ′ and H∨ is then clear by construction.
Finally, the parts of the CDP dealing with Poisson duality are direct consequences of the
like items in the GQDP applied to H ′t and to H∨t (but for Theorem 6.4(b)). The cases of
(co)augmented (co)algebras or bialgebras can be easily treated the same.
8. The Crystal Duality Principle on group algebras
8.1. Group-related algebras. In this section, G is any abstract group. For any commutative
unital ring A, by A[G] we mean the group algebra of G over A and, when G is finite, we
denote by AA(G) := A[G]∗ (the linear dual of A[G]) the function algebra of G over A.
Hereafter k will be a field with p := Char(k), and R := k[t].
Recall that H := A[G] admits G itself as a special basis, with Hopf algebra structure
given by g ·
H
γ := g ·
G
γ , 1
H
:= 1
G
, ∆(g) := g ⊗ g, (g) := 1, S(g) := g−1, for all
g,γ ∈ G. Dually, H := AA(G) has basis {ϕg | g ∈ G} dual to the basis G of A[G], with
ϕg(γ ) := δg,γ for all g,γ ∈ G. Its Hopf algebra structure is given by ϕg · ϕγ := δg,γ ϕg ,
1
H
:= ∑g∈G ϕg , ∆(ϕg) := ∑γ ·=g ϕγ ⊗ ϕ, (ϕg) := δg,1G , S(ϕg) := ϕg−1 , for all g,
γ ∈ G. Thus k[G]t = R ⊗k k[G] = R[G], Ak[G]t = R ⊗k Ak[G] = AR[G]. First we
have
8.2. Theorem. k[G]′t = R · 1, k[G]′ = k · 1 and k˜[G] = k · 1 = F [{∗}].
Proof. The claim follows easily from the formula δn(g) = (g − 1)⊗n, for g ∈ G,
n ∈ N. 
8.3. k[G]∨t , k[G]∨ and k̂[G] and the dimension subgroup problem. In contrast with
the triviality result in Theorem 8.2, things are more interesting for R[G]∨ = k[G]∨t , k[G]∨
and k̂[G]. Note, however, that since k[G] is cocommutative the induced Poisson cobracket
on k̂[G] is trivial, and the Lie cobracket of kG := P(k̂[G]) is trivial as well.
Studying k[G]∨ and k̂[G] amounts to study the filtration {Jn}n∈N, with J := Ker(k[G]),
which is a classical topic. Indeed, for n ∈ N let Dn(G) := {g ∈ G | (g − 1) ∈ Jn}: this is
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filtration inside G: characterizing it in terms of G is the dimension subgroup problem. For
group algebras over fields, it is completely solved (see [Pa, Chapter 11, §1], and [HB], and
references therein); this also gives a description of {Jn}n∈N+ . Thus we find ourselves within
the domain of classical group theory. Now we use the results which solve the dimension
subgroup problem to deduce a description of k[G]∨, k̂[G] and k[G]t∨. Later on we will
get from this a description of (k[G]∨t )′ and its semiclassical limit too.
By construction, J has k-basis {ηg | g ∈ G \ {1G}}, where ηg := (g− 1). Then k[G]∨ is
generated by {ηg mod J∞ | g ∈ G \ {1G}}, and k̂[G] by {ηg | g ∈G \ {1G}}. Hereafter x :=
x mod Jn+1 for all x ∈ Jn, that is x is the element in k̂[G] which corresponds to x ∈ k[G].
Moreover, g = 1 + ηg = 1 for all g ∈G; also, ∆(ηg) = ηg ⊗g+1⊗ηg = ηg ⊗1+1⊗ηg ;
thus ηg is primitive, so {ηg | g ∈G \ {1G}} generates kG := P(k̂[G]).
8.4. The Jennings–Hall theorem. The description ofDn(G) is given by the Jennings–Hall
theorem, which we now recall. The involved construction strongly depends on whether
p := Char(k) is zero or not, so we shall distinguish these two cases.
First assume p = 0. Let G(1) := G, G(k) := (G,G(k−1)) (k ∈ N+), form the lower cen-
tral series of G; hereafter (X,Y ) is the commutator subgroup of G generated by the set of
commutators {(x, y) := xyx−1y−1 | x ∈ X,y ∈ Y }. Then let √G(n) := {x ∈ G | ∃s ∈ N+:
xs ∈ G(n)} for all n ∈ N+: these form a descending series of characteristic subgroups
in G, such that each composition factor AG(n) :=
√
G(n)/
√
G(n+1) is torsion-free Abelian.
Therefore L0(G) := ⊕n∈N+ AG(n) is a graded Lie ring, with Lie bracket [g, ] := (g, )
for all homogeneous g,  ∈ L0(G), with obvious notation. It is easy to see that the map
k ⊗Z L0(G) → kG, g → ηg , is an epimorphism of graded Lie rings: therefore the Lie al-
gebra kG is a quotient of k ⊗Z L0(G); in fact, the above is an isomorphism (see below).
We shall use notation ∂(g) := n for all g ∈ √G(n) \ √G(n+1).
For each k ∈ N+ pick in AG(k) a subset Bk which is a Q-basis of Q ⊗Z AG(k). For each
b ∈ Bk , choose a fixed b ∈
√
G(k) such that its coset in AG(k) be b, and denote by Bk the
set of all such elements b. Let B := ⋃k∈N+ Bk : we call such a set t.f.l.c.s.-net (= “torsion-
free-lower-central-series-net”) on G. Clearly Bk = (B ∩
√
G(k)) \ (B ∩
√
G(k+1)) for all k.
By an ordered t.f.l.c.s.-net we mean a t.f.l.c.s.-net B which is totally ordered in such a way
that: (i) if a ∈ Bm, b ∈ Bn, m < n, then a  b; (ii) for each k, every non-empty subset of
Bk has a greatest element. An ordered t.f.l.c.s.-net always exists.
Now assume instead p > 0. Starting from the lower central series {G(k)}k∈N+ , define
G[n] := ∏kpn(G(k))p for all n ∈ N+ (hereafter, for any group Γ we denote Γ pe the sub-
group generated by {γ pe | γ ∈ Γ }). This gives another strongly central series {G[n]}n∈N+
in G, with the additional property that (G[n])p G[n+1] for all n, called the p-lower cen-
tral series of G. Then Lp(G) := ⊕n∈N+ G[n]/G[n+1] is a graded restricted Lie algebra
over Zp := Z/pZ, with operations g +  := g · , [g, ] := (g, ), g[p] := gp , for all g,
 ∈ G (cf. [HB, Chapter VIII, §9]). Like before, we consider the map k⊗Zp Lp(G) → kG,
g → ηg , which now is an epimorphism of graded restricted Lie Zp-algebras, whose image
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morphism (see below). Finally, we introduce notation d(g) := n for all g ∈G[n] \G[n+1].
For each k ∈ N+, choose a Zp-basis Bk of the Zp-vector space G[k]/G[k+1]. For each
b ∈ Bk , fix b ∈G[k] such that b = bG[k+1], and let Bk be the set of all such elements b. Let
B := ⋃k∈N+ Bk : such a set will be called a p-l.c.s.-net (= “p-lower-central-series-net”;
the terminology in [HB] is “κ-net”) on G. Of course, Bk = (B ∩G[k]) \ (B ∩G[k+1]) for
all k. By an ordered p-l.c.s.-net we mean a p-l.c.s.-net B which is totally ordered in such a
way that: (i) if a ∈ Bm, b ∈ Bn, m< n, then a  b; (ii) for each k, every non-empty subset
of Bk has a greatest element (like for p = 0). Again, p-l.c.s.-nets do exist.
We can now describe each Dn(G), hence also each graded summand Jn/J n+1 of k̂[G],
in terms of a fixed ordered t.f.l.c.s.-net or p-l.c.s.-net. To unify notations, set Gn := G(n),
θ(g) := ∂(g) if p = 0, and Gn := G[n], θ(g) := d(g) if p > 0, set G∞ := ⋂n∈N+ Gn, let
B := ⋃k∈N+ Bk be an ordered t.f.l.c.s.-net or p-l.c.s.-net according to whether p = 0 or
p > 0, and set (0) := +∞ and (p) := p for p > 0. The key result we need is
Jennings–Hall theorem (cf. [HB,Pa] and references therein). Let p := Char(k).
(a) For all g ∈G, ηg ∈ Jn ⇔ g ∈Gn. Therefore Dn(G) = Gn for all n ∈ N+.
(b) For any n ∈ N+, the set of ordered monomials
Bn :=
{
ηb1
e1 · · ·ηbr er
∣∣∣∣∣ bi ∈ Bdi , ei ∈ N+, ei < (p), b1  · · ·  br,
r∑
i=1
eidi = n
}
is a k-basis of Jn/J n+1, and B := {1} ∪ ⋃n∈N Bn is a k-basis of k̂[G].
(c) {ηb | b ∈ Bn} is a k-basis of the nth graded summand kG ∩ (J n/J n+1) of the graded
restricted Lie algebra kG, and {ηb | b ∈ B} is a k-basis of kG.
(d) {ηb | b ∈ B1} is a minimal set of generators of the (restricted) Lie algebra kG.
(e) The map k ⊗Z Lp(G) → kG, g → ηg , is an isomorphism of graded restricted Lie
algebras. Therefore k̂[G] ∼= U(k⊗Z Lp(G)) as Hopf algebras (notation of 1.3).
(f) J∞ = Span({ηg | g ∈ G∞}), whence k[G]∨ ∼= ⊕g∈G/G∞ k · g ∼= k[G/G∞]. 
Recall that A[x, x−1], for any A, has A-basis {(x − 1)nx−[n/2] | n ∈ N}, where [q] is
the integer part of q ∈ Q. Then from Jennings–Hall theorem and definitions we deduce
8.5. Proposition. Let χg := t−θ(g)ηg , for all g ∈ {G} \ {1}. Then
k[G]∨t =
( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<(p)
r∈N, b1···br
R · χe1b1 b
−[e1/2]
1 · · ·χerbr b
−[er /2]
r
)
⊕R[t−1] · J∞
=
( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<(p)
r∈N, b1···br
R · χe1b1 b
−[e1/2]
1 · · ·χerbr b
−[er /2]
r
)
⊕
( ∑
γ∈G∞
R
[
t−1
] · ηγ ).
If J∞ = Jn for some n ∈ N (iff G∞ = Gn), we can drop the factors b−[e1/2]1 , . . . , b−[er /2]r .
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restricted) Lie algebra kG. By Jennings–Hall theorem, this is just the scalar extension of
the Lie ring Lp associated to G via the central series of the Gn’s. In particular, the functor
G → kG is one considered since a long time in group theory.
By Theorem 5.4(a), we know that (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG] for some connected Poisson
group ΓG, of dimension 0 and height 1 if p > 0. This defines a functor G → ΓG: in
particular, ΓG is a new invariant for abstract groups.
The description of k[G]∨t in Proposition 8.5 leads us to an explicit description of
(k[G]∨t )′, hence of (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG] and ΓG too. Indeed, direct inspection gives
δn(χg) = t (n−1)θ(g)χ⊗ng , so ψg := tχg = t1−θ(g)ηg ∈ (k[G]∨t )′ \ t (k[G]∨t )′ for each g ∈
G \ G∞. Instead for γ ∈ G∞ we have ηγ ∈ J∞, which implies also ηγ ∈ (k[G]∨t )′, and
even ηγ ∈ ⋂n∈N tn(k[G]∨t )′. Therefore (k[G]∨t )′ is generated by {ψg | g ∈G \ {1}} ∪ {ηγ |
γ ∈ G∞}. Moreover, g = 1 + tθ(g)−1ψg ∈ (k[G]∨t )′ for every g ∈ G \ G∞, and γ =
1 + (γ − 1) ∈ 1 + J∞ ⊆ (k[G]∨t )′ for γ ∈ G∞. This and the previous analysis, along
with Proposition 8.5, prove next result, which in turn is the basis for Theorem 8.8 below.
8.7. Proposition.
(
k[G]∨t
)′ = ( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<(p)
r∈N, b1···br
R ·ψe1b1 b
−[e1/2]
1 · · ·ψerbr b
−[er /2]
r
)
⊕R[t−1] · J∞
=
( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<(p)
r∈N, b1···br
R ·ψe1b1 b
−[e1/2]
1 · · ·ψerbr b
−[er /2]
r
)
⊕
( ∑
γ∈G∞
R
[
t−1
] · ηγ ).
In particular, (k[G]∨t )′ = k[G]t if and only if G2 = {1} = G∞. If in addition J∞ = Jn for
some n ∈ N (iff G∞ = Gn), then we can drop the factors b−[e1/2]1 , . . . , b−[er /2]r . 
8.8. Theorem. Let xg := ψg mod t (k[G]∨t )′, zg := g mod t (k[G]∨t )′ for all g = 1, and
B1 := {b ∈ B | θ(b) = 1}, B> := {b ∈ B | θ(b) > 1}.
(a) If p = 0, then F [ΓG] = (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 is a polynomial/Laurent polynomial algebra,
namely F [ΓG] = k[{zb±1}b∈B1 ∪ {xb}b∈B>], the zb’s being group-like and the xb’s
being primitive. In particular, ΓG ∼= (G×B1m )× (G×B>a ) as algebraic groups.
(b) If p > 0, then F [ΓG] = (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 is a truncated polynomial/Laurent polynomial
algebra, namely F [ΓG] = k[{zb±1}b∈B1 ∪ {xb}b∈B>]/({zpb − 1}b∈B1 ∪ {xpb }b∈B>), the
zb’s being group-like and the xb’s being primitive. In particular, ΓG ∼= (µp×B1) ×
(αp
×B>) as algebraic groups of dimension 0 and height 1.
(c) The Poisson group ΓG has cotangent Lie bialgebra kG, that is coLie(ΓG) = kG.
Proof. (a) Definitions give ∂(g)  ∂(g) + ∂() for all g,  ∈ G, so that [ψg,ψ] =
t1−∂(g)−∂()+∂((g,))ψ(g,)g ∈ t · (k[G]∨t )′, which proves (directly) that (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 is
commutative. Moreover, the relation 1 = g−1g = g−1(1 + t∂(g)−1ψg) (for any g ∈ G)
432 F. Gavarini / Journal of Algebra 285 (2005) 399–437yields zg−1 = zg−1, and zg−1 = 1 iff ∂(g) > 1. Note also that J∞ ≡ 0 mod t (k[G]∨t )′
and g = 1 + t∂(g)−1ψg ≡ 1 mod t (k[G]∨t )′ for g ∈ G \ G∞, and also γ = 1 + (γ − 1) ∈
1 + J∞ ≡ 1 mod t (k[G]∨t )′ for γ ∈ G∞. Then Proposition 8.7 gives
F [ΓG] =
(
k[G]∨t
)′∣∣
t=0 =
( ⊕
bi∈B1, ai∈Z
s∈N, b1···bs
k · za1b1 · · · z
as
bs
)
⊗
( ⊕
bi∈B>, ei∈N+
r∈N, b1···br
k · xe1b1 · · ·x
er
br
)
,
which means that F [ΓG] is a polynomial/Laurent polynomial algebra, as claimed.
Again definitions imply ∆(zg) = zg ⊗ zg for all g ∈ G and ∆(xg)= xg ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ xg iff
∂(g) > 1. Thus the zb’s are group-like and the xb’s are primitive, as claimed.
(b) The definition of d implies d(g)  d(g) + d() (g,  ∈ G), whence we get
[ψg,ψ] = t1−d(g)−d()+d((g,))ψ(g,)g ∈ t · (k[G]∨t )′, proving that (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 is com-
mutative. In addition d(gp)  pd(g), so ψpg = tp(1−d(g))ηpg = tp−1+d(gp)−pd(g)ψgp ∈
t · (k[G]∨t )′, whence (ψpg |t=0)p = 0 inside (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG], which proves that ΓG
has dimension 0 and height 1. Finally, bp = (1+ψb)p = 1+ψpb ≡ 1 mod t (k[G]∨t )′ for all
b ∈ B1, so b−1 ≡ bp−1 mod t (k[G]∨t )′. Thus, letting xg := ψg mod t (k[G]∨t )′ (for g = 1),
we get
F [ΓG] =
(
k[G]∨t
)′∣∣
t=0 =
( ⊕
bi∈B1, 0<ei<p
s∈N, b1···bs
k · ze1b1 · · · z
es
bs
)
⊗
( ⊕
bi∈B>, 0<ei<p
r∈N, b1···br
k · xe1b1 · · ·x
er
br
)
just like for (a), and also taking care that zb = xb + 1 and zpb = 1 for b ∈ B1. Therefore
(k[G]∨t )′|t=0 is a truncated polynomial/Laurent polynomial algebra as claimed. The prop-
erties of the xb’s and the zb’s w.r.t. the Hopf structure are then proved like for (a) again.
(c) The augmentation ideal me of (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG] is generated by {xb}b∈B . Then
t−1[ψg,ψ] = tθ((g,))−θ(g)−θ()ψ(g,)(1+ tθ(g)−1ψg)(1+ tθ()−1ψ) by the previous com-
putation, whence at t = 0 one has {xg, x} ≡ x(g,) mod m2e if θ((g, )) = θ(g)+ θ(), and
{xg, x} ≡ 0 mod m2e if θ((g, )) > θ(g)+ θ(). This means that the cotangent Lie bialge-
bra me/m2e of ΓG is isomorphic to kG, as claimed. 
8.9. Remark. Theorem 8.8 yields functorial recipes to attach to each abstract group G and
each field k a connected Abelian algebraic Poisson group over k, namely G → ΓG ≡ KG,
with coLie(ΓG) = kG. Every such ΓG ( for given k) is then an invariant of G, a new one
to the author’s knowledge. Yet this invariant is perfectly equivalent to the well-known
invariant kG (over the same k). In fact, ΓG1 ∼= ΓG2 implies kG1 ∼= kG2 , whereas kG1 ∼= kG2
implies that ΓG1 and ΓG2 are isomorphic as algebraic groups, by Theorem 8.8(a–b), and
bear isomorphic Poisson structures, by Theorem 8.8(c), so ΓG1 ∼= ΓG2 as Poisson groups.
8.10. The case of Ak(G). Let us now G be a finite group, A any commutative unital ring,
and k, R := k[t] be as before. By definition AA(G) = A[G]∗, hence A[G] = AA(G)∗, and
we have a natural perfect Hopf pairing AA(G)×A[G] → A. Our first result is
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Ak(G)
∨
t |t=0 = k · 1 = U(0) and (Ak(G)∨t )′|t=0 = k · 1 = F [{∗}].
Proof. By construction J := Ker(
Ak(G)
) has k-basis {ϕg}g∈G\{1
G
} ∪ {ϕ1G − 1Ak(G)}, and
since ϕg = ϕg2 for all g and (ϕ1G − 1)2 = −(ϕ1G −1) we have J = J∞, so Ak(G)∨ = k ·1
and Âk(G) = k · 1. Similarly, the set {t−1ϕg}g∈G\{1
G
} ∪ {t−1(ϕ1G − 1AR(G))} gener-
ates Ak(G)∨t , since Ak(G)t = AR(G). Moreover, J = J∞ implies t−nJ ⊆ Ak(G)∨t for
all n, so Ak(G)∨t = R1 ⊕ R[t−1]J . Then JAk(G)∨t = R[t−1]J ⊆ tAk(G)∨t , which implies
(Ak(G)
∨
t )
′ = Ak(G)∨t : in particular (Ak(G)∨t )′|t=0 = Ak(G)∨t |t=0 = k ·1, as claimed. 
8.12. Poisson groups from Ak(G). Now we look at Ak(G)′t , Ak(G)′ and A˜k(G). By
construction Ak(G)t and k[G]t are in perfect Hopf pairing, and are free R-modules of
finite rank. In this case Theorem 4.4 yields Ak(G)′t = (k[G]∨t )• (see (4.6)), hence we have
Ak(G)
′
t = (k[G]∨t )• = (k[G]∨t )∗: thus Ak(G)′t is the dual Hopf algebra to k[G]∨t . Then
from Proposition 8.5 we can deduce an explicit description of Ak(G)′t , whence also of
(Ak(G)
′
t )
∨
. By Theorem 3.7 there are a perfect filtered Hopf pairing k[G]∨ ×Ak(G)′ → k
and a perfect graded Hopf pairing k̂[G]× A˜k(G) → k: thus Ak(G)′ ∼= (k[G]∨)∗ as filtered
Hopf algebras and A˜k(G) ∼= (k̂[G])∗ as graded Hopf algebras.
If p = 0, then J = J∞, as each g ∈ G has finite order and gn = 1 implies g ∈ G∞.
Then k[G]∨ = k · 1 = k̂[G], so Ak(G)′ = k · 1 = A˜k(G). If p > 0 instead, this analysis
gives A˜k(G) = (k̂[G])∗ = (u(kG))∗ = F [KG], where KG is a connected Poisson group of
dimension 0, height 1 and tangent Lie bialgebra kG. Thus we get:
8.13. Theorem.
(a) There is a second functorial recipe to attach to each finite abstract group a connected
algebraic Poisson group of dimension 0 and height 1 over any field k with Char(k) > 0,
namely G → KG := Spec(A˜k(G)), with Lie(KG) = kG = coLie(ΓG).
(b) If p := Char(k) > 0, then (Ak(G)′t )∨|t=0 = u(k′G) = S(k×G)/({xp | x ∈ k×G}).
Proof. Claim (a) is the outcome of the discussion above. Part (b) instead requires an ex-
plicit description of (Ak(G)′t )∨. Since Ak(G)′t ∼= (k[G]∨t )∗, from Proposition 8.5 we get
Ak(G)
′
t =
( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<p
r∈N, b1···br
R · ρe1,...,erb1,...,br
)
,
where each ρe1,...,erb1,...,br is defined by
〈
ρ
e1,...,er
b1,...,br
, χ
ε1
β1
β
−[ε1/2]
1 · · ·χεsβs β
−[εs/2]
s
〉 = δr,s r∏ δbi ,βi δei ,εi
i=1
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ous description of H and K , the natural pairing H ×K → R, which is perfect on the left,
has K∞ := R[t−1]J∞ as right kernel: so it induces a perfect Hopf pairing H × K → R,
where K := K/K∞. By construction, the latter specializes at t = 0 to the natural pairing
F [KG] × u(kG) → k, which is perfect too. Then we can apply Proposition 4.4(c) in [Ga1,
Ga2] (with K playing the rôle of K therein) which yields K ′ = (H∨)• = ((Ak(G)′t )∨)•.
By definitions, one sees that R[t−1]J∞ ⊆ (k[G]∨t )′, whence K ′ = (k[G]∨t )′/(R[t−1]J∞)
follows at once; Proposition 8.7 describes the latter space as
K ′ =
( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<p
r∈N, b1···br
R ·ψe1b1 · · ·ψ
er
br
)
,
where ψbi := ψbi mod R[t−1]J∞ for all i. Since we saw that K ′ = ((Ak(G)′t )∨)•, and
ψg = t+1χg , this analysis yields(
Ak(G)
′
t
)∨ = ( ⊕
bi∈B, 0<ei<p
r∈N, b1···br
R · t−
∑
i ei ρ
e1,...,er
b1,...,br
)
∼= (K ′)∗
whence(
Ak(G)
′
t
)∨∣∣
t=0 ∼= (K ′)∗|t=0 = (K ′t |t=0)∗ =
((
k[G]∨t
)′∣∣
t=0
)∗ ∼= F [ΓG]∗ = u(k×G)
= S(k×G)/({xp ∣∣ x ∈ k×G})
as claimed, the latter identity being trivial (as k×G is Abelian). 
8.14. Remark. For each field k of positive characteristic, the functor G → KG is an in-
variant for G, a new one’s to the author knowledge, but again equivalent to kG.
8.15. Examples. (1) Finite Abelian p-groups. Let p be a prime number, k a field with
Char(k) = p, and G := Zpe1 × · · · ×Zpek (k, e1, . . . , ek ∈ N), with e1  · · · ek .
First, kG is Abelian, because G is. Let gi be a generator of Zpei (for all i), identified
with its image in G. Since G is Abelian we have G[n] = Gpn (for all n), and an ordered
p-l.c.s.-net is B := ⋃r∈N+ Br with Br := {gpr1 , gpr2 , . . . , gprjr } where jr is uniquely defined
by ejr > r , ejr+1  r . Then kG has k-basis {ηgpsii }1ik; 0si<ei , and minimal set of gen-
erators (as a restricted Lie algebra) {ηg1, ηg2, . . . , ηgk }. In fact, the p-operation of kG is
(η
g
ps
i
)[p] = η
g
ps+1
i
, and the order of nilpotency of each ηgi is exactly pei , i.e., the order
of gi . In addition, J∞ = {0} so k[G]∨ = k[G]. The outcome is k[G]∨ = k[G] and
k̂[G] = u(kG) = U(kG)
/({
(η
g
ps
i
)p − η
g
ps+1
i
}0s<ei
1ik ∪
{
(η
g
pei−1
i
)p
}
1ik
)
whence k̂[G] ∼= k[x1, . . . , xk]/({xp
ei
i | 1 i  k}), via η ps → xp
s
i (for all i, s).gi
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r
i ) = pr and so χgpri = t
−pr (gp
r
i − 1) and
ψ
g
pr
i
= t1−pr (gpri − 1). Now G[∞] = {1} (or, equivalently, J∞ = {0}) and everything
is Abelian, so from the general theory we conclude that both k[G]∨t and (k[G]∨t )′ are
truncated-polynomial algebras, in the χ
g
pr
i
’s and in the ψ
g
pr
i
’s, respectively, namely
k[G]∨t = k[t]
[{χ
g
ps
i
}1ik; 0s<ei
] ∼= (k[t])[y1, . . . , yk]/({ypeii ∣∣ 1 i  k}),(
k[G]∨t
)′ = k[t][{ψ
g
ps
i
}1ik; 0s<ei
] ∼= (k[t])[{zi,s}1ik; 0s<ei ]/({zi,sp}1ik)
via the isomorphisms given by χ
g
ps
i
→ ypsi , ψgpsi → zi,s . When e1 > 1 this implies
(k[G]∨t )′  k[G]t . Setting ψgpsi := ψgpsi mod t (k[G]
∨
t )
′ (1 i  k, 0 s < ei ) we have
F [ΓG] =
(
k[G]∨t
)′∣∣
t=0 = k
[{ψ
g
ps
i
}0s<ei1ik
] ∼= k[{wi,s}0s<ei1ik ]/({wpi,s ∣∣ 1 i  k})
(via ψ
g
ps
i
→wi,s ) as a k-algebra. The Poisson bracket is trivial, and the wi,s ’s are primitive
for s > 1 and ∆(wi,1) = wi,1 ⊗ 1+ 1⊗wi,1 +wi,1 ⊗wi,1 for all 1 i  k. If instead e1 =
· · · = ek = 1, then (k[G]∨t )′ = k[G]t . This is an analogue of Theorem 2.2(b) in [Ga1,Ga2],
although now Char(k) > 0, in that in this case k[G]t is a QFA, with k[G]t |t=0 = k[G] =
F [Ĝ] where Ĝ is the group of characters of G. But then F [Ĝ] = k[G] = k[G]t |t=0 =
(k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG] (by the general analysis), which means that Ĝ is a finite connected
dimension 0 height 1 group-scheme dual to kG, namely KG = ΓG.
Finally, a direct easy calculation shows that—letting χ∗g := td(g)(ϕg − ϕ1) ∈ Ak(G)′t
and ψ∗g := td(g)−1(ϕg − ϕ1) ∈ (Ak(G)′t )∨, for all g ∈ G \ {1}—we have also
Ak(G)
′
t = k[t]
[{
χ∗
g
ps
i
}0s<ei
1ik
] ∼= k[t][{Yi,j }0s<ei1ik ]/({Ypi,j}0s<ei1ik ),(
Ak(G)
′
t
)∨ = k[t][{ψ∗
g
ps
i
}0s<ei
1ik
] ∼= k[t][{Zi,s}0s<ei1ik ]/({Zpi,s −Zi,s}0s<ei1ik )
via the isomorphisms given by χ∗
g
ps
i
→ Yi,s and ψ∗
g
ps
i
→Zi,s , from which one also gets the
analogous descriptions of Ak(G)′t |t=0 = A˜k(G) = F [KG] and of (Ak(G)′t )∨|t=0 = u(k×G).
(2) A non-Abelian p-group. Let p be a prime number, and let Char(k) = p > 0.
Let G := Zp Zp2 , that is the group with generators ν, τ and relations νp = 1, τp2 = 1,
ντν−1 = τ 1+p . In this case, G[2] = · · · = G[p] = {1, τp}, G[p+1] = {1}, so we can take
B1 = {ν, τ } and Bp = {τp} to form an ordered p-l.c.s.-net B := B1 ∪Bp w.r.t. the ordering
ν  τ  τp . Noting also that J∞ = {0} (for G[∞] = {1}), we have
k[G]∨t =
p−1⊕
k[t] · χaν χbτ χcτp =
p−1⊕
k[t]t−a−b−cp · (ν − 1)a(τ − 1)b(τp − 1)c
a,b,c=0 a,b,c=0
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td(g)χg ⊗ χg for all g ∈ B . As a direct consequence, we have also
p−1⊕
a,b,c=0
k · χνaχτ bχτp c = k[G]∨t
∣∣
t=0 ∼= k̂[G] =
p−1⊕
a,b,c=0
k · ηνaητ bητp c.
The relations νp = 1 and τp2 = 1 in G yield trivial relations in k[G] and (k[t])[G].
Instead, the relation ντν−1 = τ 1+p turns into [ην, ητ ] = ητp · τν, whence [χν,χτ ] =
tp−2χτp · τν in k[G]∨t ; thus [χν,χτ ] = δp,2χτp . Since [χτ ,χτp ] = 0 = [χν,χτp ] (for
ντpν−1 = (τ 1+p)p = τp+p2 = τp) and {χν,χτ ,χτp } is a k-basis of kG = Lp(G), the
latter has trivial or non-trivial Lie bracket, according to whether p = 2 or p = 2. In addi-
tion, χpν = 0, χpτp = 0 and χpτ = χτp : these give analogous relations in k[G]∨t |t=0 = k̂[G],
which read as formulas for the p-operation, namely χν [p] = 0, χτp [p] = 0, χτ [p] = χτp .
Reassuming, we have a complete presentation for k[G]∨t by generators and relations,
i.e.,
k[G]∨t ∼= k[t]〈x1, x2, x3〉
/ (
x1x2 − x2x1 − tp−2x3(1 + txτ )(1 + txν)
x1x3 − x3x1, xp1 , xp2 − x3, xp3 , x2x3 − x3x2
)
via χν → x1, χτ → x2, χτp → x3. Similarly (as a consequence) we have the presentation
k̂[G] = k[G]∨t |t=0 ∼= k
〈
y1, y2, y3
〉/ ( y1y2 − y2y1 − δp,2y3, yp2 − y3
y1y3 − y3y1, yp1 , yp3 , y2y3 − y3y2
)
via χν → y1, χτ → y2, χτp → y3, with p-operation as above and the yi ’s being primitive.
Remark. If p = 2 exactly the same result holds for G = Zp × Zp2 , i.e., kZpZp2 =
kZp×Zp2 : this shows that the restricted Lie bialgebra kG may be not enough to recover
the group G.
As for (k[G]∨t )′, it is generated by ψν = ν − 1, ψτ = τ − 1, ψτp = t1−p(τp − 1), with
relations ψpν = 0, ψpτ = tp−1ψτp , ψpτp = 0, ψνψτ − ψτψν = tp−1ψτp(1 + ψτ )(1 + ψν),
ψτψτp −ψτpψτ = 0, and ψνψτp −ψτpψν = 0. In particular, (k[G]∨t )′  (k[t])[G], and
(
k[G]∨t
)′ ∼= k[t]〈y1, y2, y3〉/ ( yνyτp − yτpyν, ypτ − tp−1yτp , yτ yτp − yτpyτ
y
p
ν , yνyτ − yτ yν − tp−1yτp (1 + yτ )(1 + yν), ypτp
)
via ψν → y1, ψτ → y2, ψτp → y3. Letting z1 := ψν |t=0 + 1, z2 := ψτ |t=0 + 1 and
x3 := ψτp |t=0 this gives (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = k[z1, z2, x3]/(zp1 − 1, zp2 − 1, xp3 ) as a k-algebra,
with the zi ’s group-like, x3 primitive (cf. Theorem 8.8(b)), and Poisson bracket given
by {z1, z2} = δp,2z1z2x3, {z2, x3} = 0 and {z1, x3} = 0. Thus (k[G]∨t )′|t=0 = F [ΓG] with
ΓG ∼= µp ×µp ×αp as algebraic groups, with Poisson structure such that coLie(ΓG) ∼= kG.
F. Gavarini / Journal of Algebra 285 (2005) 399–437 437Since G∞ = {1} the general theory ensures that Ak(G)′ = Ak(G). We leave to the in-
terested reader the task of computing the filtration D of Ak(G), and consequently describe
AR(G)
′
, (AR(G)
′)∨, A˜k(G) and the connected Poisson group KG := Spec(A˜k(G)).
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